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Abstract

Geoteclmical disasters have always threatened human being not only because the

disasters may lead to tremendous loss of life and properties, but also itmay take a long

time to recover or even unrecoverable. Various factors of the geoteclmical disasters are

existed, among which, heavy rainand earthquake are the two main factors that are

difrlCult to predict. Slope failures caused by heavy rain and liquefaction caused by

earthquake are tremendous disasters to humanbeing and civil facilities･ These two

phenomenons
have been investigated by englneerS for a long time･ The mechanisms of

slope failure due to rainfalland liquefaction due to earthquake have been investigated

thoroughly as the development of soil mechanics･ In a word, in many cases we have to

deal with these geotechnical problems depending on saturated soil mechanics or

unsaturated soil mechanics.

As is knownthat saturated soil mechanics has been widely developed for a long time,

but for unsaturated soil mechanics, many challenges still lie ahead to geoteclmical

englneerS, especially its englneerlng Practice to solve boundary value problems･ The

main purpose of this dissertation is to use the existing theories on both saturatedand

unsaturated soil mechanics to solve various boundary value problems.

For the unsaturated soil problems, first, a new constitutive model based on the

experiment study
is proposed by Zhang (2011).The constitutive model for unsaturated

soil uslng the skeleton stress and degree of saturation as independent state variables is

therefore possible to be able to describe not only the behaviors ofunsaturated soil but

also saturated soil because the skeleton stress can smoothly shi氏to effective stress if

saturation changes from unsaturated condition to saturated condition.

Next, 2D FEM approaches that consider the interaction between soil skeleton, pore

waterand pore air in one-dimensional infiltration problem is conducted･ In this

three-phasefield theory, the displacement of solid u and the pore water pressure pw are

taken as the basic variables
in the governlng equations. The finite element is used to

discretize the fleld equations in space,and flnite difference method is used for the

discretization of the continuity equation fわr the pore且uid. Newmark-β method is

employed to descretize the field equation in time･

Last, combining the proposed new constitutive model and soil-water-air three-phase

mixture theory, 2D unsaturated-saturated numerical analysis is performed uslng a FEM

programsoFT to simulate the process of inflltration in the unsaturated Shirasu slope･

The numerical simulation aims to reproduce the three cases of soil tank model tests of
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unsaturated
Shirasu slope, ln Which water injectionis conducted from the bottomand

back of the slope respectively. Simulation results are compared with test results to verify

the proposed constitutive model and numerical method･

For the saturated soil problems, numerical simulation on different kinds of ground is

carried out using cyclic mobility model proposed by Zhang (2007)･ The calculation

includes three types of ground:

1) Dry sand ground. Numerical tests on seismic enhancement effect of existing

gro叩-pile fわundation with ground improvement are丘rst conducted to血d out the

optimum pattem of ground improvement around existlng Pile foundation･ In the

numerical tests, three influential factors are considered, that is, the depth, the

thickness (or height)and the width (or length)of the ground-improvement zone

around the pile group･ The numerical tests are conducted in static push-over

condition･ Firstly, find outanoptimum pattern for the partial-ground improvement

aroundanexisting pile foundation, and secondary, conflrmthe efrlCiency of seismic

enhancement by the partial-ground improvement; method both by shaking table tests

and numerical analyses･ As a consequence, the也PPlicability of the DBLEAVES for

evaluating the seismic behavior ofpile foundation is verifled agaln･ In the numerical

analyses, nonlinear behaviors of ground and pile are described by cyclic mobility

model (Zhang et al, 2007)and axial force dependent model (AFD model) proposed

by Zhangand Kimura (2002),respectively･

2) Saturated so氏rock ground. Simulation is performed on the undersea so氏rock under

high confining stress state subjectlng
tO dynamic loading to clarify the mechanism

process of the formation from proto-decollement to decollement, which
is one step

to the clari丘ca土ion of the ear血quake mechanism･ In the calculation, parameters of

the so氏rock are determined based on laboratory tests and element simulation･ The

mechanical
behaviors of the softrock subjectingto

huge dynamic loadings such as

earthquake motions are well examined･ The study object
is selected at a depth of

1650munder seabed, where has a conflning stress of 9.75MPa. Throughthe results
?一●

including acceleration, effective stress and excess pore water pressure, it is

understood that decollement zone with a high confining･ stress may consolidateand

become dense when subjected
to huge shear stress caused by earthquake･

3) Saturated sand-silt mixed ground. To evaluate the anti-seismic perfo-ance of Kanie

parking Lot foundation based on liquefaction analysis, numerical simulation was

carried out by 2D soil-water coupled finite element method in two cases, which are

the long-pile type foundation and short-pile type foundation･ In the numerical

calculation, the process during earthquake was simulated by a dynamic soil-water
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coupled analysis, while the process of dissipation of excess pore water pressure was

simulated by a static consolidation analysis. The mechanical behavior of the ground

during liquefactionand the settlement in post-liquefaction is well examined.

Through the results, it is clear that although the ground in both two cases liquefied,

the structure with the long-pile type fわundation has less uneven settlement than the

short-pile type foundation a洗er earthquake. The seismic stability of the structure

foundation was well evaluated by this numerical analysis.
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction

1.I Problem and objectives

Geotechnicaldisastersalways draw much attention of geotechnicalenglneerS not

only because geoteclmicaldisasters may case tremendous lose of lifeand properties ,

butalso it may take a long time to recover orunrecoverable. Vdousfactors of the

geoteclmicaldisasters are existed, among which, heavy rain and earthquake arethe two

main factors that canbe avoidedand even difBcult to predict. Slope鮎1ures caused by

heavy rainand liquefaction caused by earthquake are tremendous disasters to human

beingand civil facilities. These two phenomenons have been investigated by

englneerS
for a long time. Figure I showsthe naturaldisaster of slope血ilureand

liquefaction. To avoid or reduce the damages caused by slope血ilureand liquefaction,

mechanism of slope failureand liquefaction has to be made clear. Figure 2 shows the

mechanism of slope failLu? due to rai皿血11.Figure 3 showsthe mechanism of

liquefaction due to earthquake clearly.

a)Slope免ilure

ドニ~

__
ー

I

b) Liquefaction

Figure 1 Naturaldisaster of slope血ilureand liquefaction



Raillir唱

JI ArtirlCialground

Figure 2 Mechanism of slope鮎1ure due to rainfall

1) Befわre

earthquake

Sandand mud spray out

consolidation

3) A丑er

earthquake

Figure 3 Mechanism of liqu.efaction due to earthquake

First, forthe slopefiilure in unsaturated conditions, it is closely related to heavy

rainfillandinfiltration.AsshowninFigu∫e
2,the mechanism leading tothe slope

failure isthatthe matric suction (negative pore water pressure) decreases when water

inflltratesthe unsaturated zoneinralnlng SeaSOnS･ The loss of matric suction makesthe

shear strengthof the soil decrease below'the mobilized shear strengthalongthe

potentialslip surface (Hsin-Fu Yeh, et al, 2006). Usuallyunsaturated residualsoils

experience highmatric suctionindryperiod, which comibutes tothe shear strengthof

the soil. Butinthe longtime wet period, there is suBicient inBltration htothe slope･ and



the matric suction of the soil decreases, in turnresults inanincrease in the degree of

saturation. At this time, the additional shear strength provided by the matric suction may

be reduced enough to trigger a shallow landslide (Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993).

Secondly for the liquefaction, it has been clear that a transfer of intergranularstress

from grains to pore water is the main mechanism. As shownin figure 3, when saturated

sand is subjectedto vibration, excess pore water pressure will build up, which reduce

the effective confining stress. If the effective stress reduces to zero, soil will loose all of

its strengthand stif払ess to support structures. The soil of this state will behave like a

viscous fluid. After vibration stops, the soil will reconsolidated because of the

dissipation of excess pore water pressure･ At this time, usually a large contractive

volume change occurs. The National Research Council (1985) lists eight types of failure

commonly associated with soil liquefaction earthquakes:

● Sand boils, which usually result in subsidence and relatively minor damage･

+ Flow failures of slopes involving very large down-slope movements ofa soil mass･

● Lateral spreads resulting丘om the lateral displacements of ge山1y sloplng grOund･

+ Ground oscillation where liquefaction of a soil deposit beneath a level site leads to

backand forth movements of intact blocks of surface soil.

+ Loss ofbearlng Capacity causlng foundation failures･

● Buoyant rise of buried structure suck as tanks.

● Ground settlement, oRen associated with some other failure mechanism.

● Failure of retaining walls due to increased lateral loads丘om lique丘ed back丘11 soil

or loss of support丘om liquefied foundation soils･

Moreover, in a huge earthquake including multiple earthquake vibrations in a short

period of time (main shock
+

several big aRershocks within one yearor so),liquefaction

may not only happen in main shock but also happen in aftershock whose acceleration is

very small, which in a normalknowledge, lS not Strong enough to cause liquefaction･

These big disasters are concemed to saturated-unsaturated soil mechanics･ Although

soil mechanics has rapidly developed in theory, it is still not enough in englneerlng

practice･ Especially unsaturated soil mechanics, many challenges still lie ahead before

englneerS Clearly understand how best to 叩ply unsaturated soil mechanics in

engineering practice (Fredlund,D. G 2006). In situ test is the best way to study the

englneerlng problem, but it is not practical because of high cost and long time･ So

laboratory model tests are widely conducted by researchers･ The biggest problem in

model tests is that the model scale cannot represent the real scalefu11y･ As the

development of comp山er technology, numerical simulation uslng FEM or FDM has

gradually played an important role in achievlng practical geotechnical sol山ions･ In this
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case, the constitutive model for soil
is the key factor in numerical simulation･

To well examineand correctly predict the ground behavior in these geotechnical

disasters, on the one hand a suitable constitutive model for soil should be proposed to

ensure that the ground soil can be described exactly in element condition; on the other

hand, a FE-FDanalysis programhas to be selected to make sure that the numerical

simulation
is reasonable. At last, model tests should be conducted with a comparison

between simulation and tests results to con丘rm the accuracy of numerical analysis･

The main objectof this dissertation contains two parts:

(1)Modeling of water-air-soil three-phase material and its application tounsaturated

slope
failure･ First, a new constitutive model for unsaturated soil is introduced･ The

model is achieved by assumlng that normally consolidated
line in unsaturated state

(N.C.L.S.)is parallel to the normally consolidated line in saturated state (N･C･L･)but in a

higher position thanN･C･L･ in the void ratio-logaritlmic meanskeleton stress (e-lnp)

relation. In the model, which can describe the mechanical behaviors of both unsaturated
J

and saturated soils, the skeleton stress tensorand the degree of saturation are selected to

be independent state variables･ Secondly'a water- air-soil血ee-phase model is proposed

to solve unsaturated boundary value problem･ The assumption that the air in the soil is

always co皿eCted to atmosphere and its pressure is glVen aS 0 is used･ Third, combining

the new constitutive model and proposed血ee-phase theory in the program named as

SOFT, a simulation of one element is carried out with two different loading conditions

to verify the availability of the program in simulationunsaturated problems･ Finally, 2D

finite elementanalysis was carried out to simulate the model test of unsaturated Shirasu

slope failure･ By comparlng the calculated results to test results, the constitutive model

and three-phase theoryare verified･

(2) Numericalanalysis in solving geoteclmical problems including liquefaction･ Ip

this part, numerical simulation on three kinds of ground was carried out based on Cyclic

Mobility Model (Zhang,2007) using the pro岳ramDBLEAVES (Ye,201 1)･The first one

is numerical test on seismic enhancement effect of improved dry sand ground pile
:I

foundation with a comparison between the simulated results and shaking table tests

results; The second one is dynamicanalysis of undersea softrock to clarify the

mechanism of the formation process from the proto-decollement to the decollement;

The third one is liquefactionanalysis of sand-silt mixed ground
foundation of K皿ie

parking lot to evaluate the stabilities of different kinds of foundation in earthquake･
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1.2 0utline of the dissertation

The composition oftbe dissertation is listed as fわllows:

Chapter 2 Constitutive model for unsaturated soil: Reviews on the development of

constitutive model forunsaturated soil are presented
firstly. Then a new constitutive

model uslng Skeleton stress and degree of saturation is described in detail.

Chapter 3 Using Soil-water-air three-phase mixture theory in FEM: 2D FEM

approaches that consider the interaction between soil skeleton, pore waterand air in

one-dimensional in丘1trationproblem is described in detail.

Chapter 4 Numerical simulation ofunsaturated Shirasu slope failureand comparison

with soil tank test results: 2D unsaturated-saturated soil-water-air three-phase coupled

丘nite element analysis is conducted on model Shirasu slope. Simulation results are

compared with soil tank test results to verify the proposed constitutive modeland FEM

method.

Chapter 5 Numerical simulation of ground improvement fわrgroup-pile fわundation and

comparison with shaking table test results: Numerical tests on seismic enhancement

effect of existing group-pile foundation with ground improvement are first conducted to

flnd out the optimum pattem of ground improvement around existing pile foundation･

Then the efrlCiency of seismic enhancement by partial-ground improvement method is

confirmed by shaking table testsand numerical analysis･

Chapter 6 Dynamicanalyses of undersea softrock: Simulate the undersea soft rock

under high conflning stress state subjecting
to dynamic loading to clarify the

mechanism process of the formation from proto-decollement to decollement, which is

one step to the clarification of the earthquake mechanism･

Chapter 7 Evaluation ofanti-seismic performance of Kanie Parking Lot based on

liquefactionanalysis: Analysis Was Carried out by 2D soil-water coupled finite element

method in two cases, which are the long-pile type fわundation and short-pile type

foundation changed to evaluate the seismic stability of the structure and foundation･

Chapter 8 Conclusions and Remarks: The important results obtained
from this research

are summarized including the slgniflCant flndingsand the direction offuture study･
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CHAPTER 2 Constitutive model for unsaturated soil

2.1 Introduction

Much research has been done on the mechanical
behaviors of unsaturated soils

experimentally'empirically'and theoretically･ Some constitutive
-models

for unsaturated

soils have been developed since the work by Alonso et al･ (1990),in which Barcelona

Basic Model (BBM) was proposed using LC conception and no-ally regarded as one

of the basic model for unsaturated soils. The constitutive models based on the

丘amework ofBBM, can be found in the works such as'Kohgo et al･ (1993aand 1993b),

cui and Delage (1996) and Sunet al･ (2000),etc･ In thes'e models, stress-suction-strain

relations of unsaturated soil were considered explicitly while the degree of saturation

was not considered directly･ On the other hand,''constitutive models considering the

influence of the degree of saturation were also proposed in the same period, which can

be f.und in the literatures such as Kato et al. (1996),Karube et al. (1997),Gallipoli et al･

(2003),Sheng et al･ (2004),Muraleetharanand Liu (2005),Sun et al･ (2007a)and Sheng

et al. (2008).

Most of the models in literatures usually use stress and suction as independent state

,∬iables. In the work by Oho et al. (2007),however, a very interesting assumption

based on various experimental results was proposed that void ratiollogaritlmic effective

stress relation e-1rp is dependent on the degree of saturationand the dependency lS

modeled with a simple relation. In the model proposed
by Olmo et al･ (2007),therefore,

only the effective stress that was defined by a combination of net stress, suction and

･effective degree of saturation,, was used as state variable, based on which a Cam-clay

type model for unsaturated soil was proposed･ The advantage of uslng effective stress or

skeleton stress instead of uslng net StreSSand suction as independent state variable
in

modeling unsaturated soils
is that it is much easierand smoother to describe the

behaviors of soil from unsaturated state to saturated stateand vice verse if the moisture

characteristics of the soil is properly described and incorporated into the constit山ive

model. Based on thistype of model,
it is possible to conduct a numericalanalysis

related-to boundary value problems of saturated and unsaturated grounds
in a unlque

Way･

In this chapter, based on the experimental results, a constitutive model uslng the

skeleton stressand degree of saturation as independent state variables
is proposed by
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Zhang (2011) for unsaturated soil, in which the influence of the degree of saturation can

be properly described. Meanwhile, other mechanical features such as over-consolidation,

soil structure formed in sedimentary process of the soil, and stress-inducedanisotropy

that are o洗en discussed for saturated soil and canbe suitably described withun1que

framework (Zhang et al., 2007), canalso be easily considered in the same way for

saturated and unsaturated states. In the proposed model, a very simple moisture

characteristics curve considering moisture hysteresis of unsaturated soil is also proposed

from the hint of the work by Muraleetharanand Liu (2005).The moisture characteristics

curve can not only be applied to secondary drying process but also prlmary drying

process originated from slurry soil.

2.2 Definition of effective stress

First, effective stress is deflned by the concept of skeleton stress as shownin

followlng relation,

c,,;･
-

J,;I
- U6,, (1)

U - S,uw +(1-S,)ua (2)

†l
●

where Uis meanpore pressure, cT,j lS Skeleton stress tensor, Sr is degree of saturation,

J,;･
is total stress tensor and ua is air pressure･ Equation (1)means that the skeleton stress

tensor is the difference oftotal stress tensor with meanpore pressure. Equation (1) can

also be rewritten as

J,j -

JL;･-ua6,j. +S,(ua -uw)6,j
-

J,,?+S,s6,j

where JL,?
-Cr,;･-ua6,j,

S-ua-uw

(3)

(4)

J,,? is net stress tensor and s is suction･ Equation (4) is just the definition of the

effective stress deflned by Bishop if taking the value x in Bishop's definition as S,. The

physical explanation for Equations (1)and (4),however, is different. For simplicity,

Il

throughout the context, the skeleton stress tensor JLj Will be abbreviated as Jtj

without specification in the followlng context.

9



2.3 Derivation of constitutive model

A quantitative relation for void ratiollogarithmic mean skeleton stress e-1rp relation
is

established usingthe degree of saturation as a state variable. Here, it is assumedthat

normally consolidated lineinunsaturated state (N･C･L･S･)is parallel tothe normally

consolidated line in saturated state (N.C.i) but in a higher position.than N･C･L･, as

shown
in Figure I, which means that underthe same meanskeleton stress, unsaturated

soil can keep highervoid ratiothanthose of satlmted soil･

ql

く⊃

L壱
:≡
⊂〉

>

P Fb 伽J Fhr/e

Mean skeleton stress p

Figure =11ustration ore-1rp relation considering movlng uP OfN･CL.and CS1. due to

instauration

The N.C.L.S.and C.S.L.S. are glVen inthe followlng relations as,

N.C1･S･ : e-N(S,)-1lm旦(q=旦-o)
P, P

cs.L.S. : e-r(S,)-Aln旦(q〒旦-M)
P, P

(5)

(6)

Where, N(S,)and r(S,) arethe void ratios at N･C･L･S･and C･S,f･S･umder
a

reference meanskeleton stress p, Ⅳsual1y p, ⇒8kPa) and certain degree of saturation･

p=oIJ3 and q- 3(q,j
-P6L,)(O1.j-P6.j)/2 arethe mean skeleton stress and the

second invariant of deviatory skeleton stress tensor･ M isthe stress raptio at criticalstate

and has the same value for saturatedand unsaturated states. Therefore, similar to the

derivation of Cam-clay model for saturated soils, the void ratio e subjected
to shearing

is assumed to be,

10



e-x(q, s,)-11n旦
P,

(7)

where x(q, s,) is a function of shear stress ratio 77and the degree of saturation S,and

canbe expressed with simple functions as,

(i)For Cam-clay type (Roscoe et al., 1963):

e
-N(S,)-

N(S,)-r(S,)山
‖ーP77-^ln

M p,

(ii)For Modified Cam-clay type (Schofieldand Wroth, 1968):

e
-N(S,)-

N(S,)-r(S,).仙M2 +q2

1n 2 M2 p,
_11n旦

(8)

(9)

Under an saturated isotropIC normally consolidated state, that is, s-0, p- po, q-0, S,

-1, N- N(S, -1) , e takes avalue ofeoand canbe expressed as,

eo
-N一見ln旦

P,

From Equations (9) and (10)

-Ae-eo-e-N-N(S,)+
N(S,)-r(S,)しM2 +q2

1n 2 M2 po
+1ln旦

(10)

(ll)

where A is compression index. Similarto the orlglnal Cam-Clay model, elastic change

of void ratio ofunsaturated soil canbe calculated with swelling index K aS

_Aee
=

Kln旦
P.

(12)

From equations (ll) and (12), it is clear that unlike most constitutive models for

unsaturated soils, both the compression indexand swelling index are independet from

suction or degree of saturation. Elastic volumetric strain canthen be calculated as,

_Aeeiv-
-ニーL In且
1+eo 1+eo

p.

By differentiating Equation (13),the following relation canbe derived,

div -

K dp

1+eo p

Plastic part oftbe change of void ratio can be glVen aS

-AeP
- N-N(S,)+

N(S,)-r(S,)." M2 +772

1n2 〟2
+(A-K)In且

Po

(13)

(14)

(15)

Therefore volumetric strain canalso be divided into elastic and plastic parts and the

plastic part can be expressed as,

ll



gvp -

_=雌.型
IAep

1+e. 1+e. (1+e.)ln2 M2 1+eo po
.堕二坦In旦(16)

Equation (16) is only suitable
for normally consolidated soil･ For over consolidated

soil, concept of sub loading surface proposed by Hashiguchiand Ueno (1977) can easily

be applied to unsaturated soil as

(J･!'-
-Aep N-N(S,)
----------‥=ー:

.
-

1+eo 1+eo

N(S,)-r(S,).n M2 +T1事2

(1+e.)ln2 M2 1+e. p.

*

.土ヒ坦1n里- (17)

where (メ,q*) represents a normally consolidated stress state through which a normal

yielding su血ce passes, as shown
in Figure 2･

匡=

∽

∽

q}
l}

+J

班

己､
○

+J

(弓
+-

>
qJ

'て)

〔〕

po 舟f Ale p

Mean skeleton stress p

Figure 2 Extension of sub loading concept to unsaturated soil in skeleton stress space

According to the similarity between the normal yielding surfaceand sub-loading

yielding surface, the followlng relations can easily be obtained･
●

･ q q
q=q

=
｢

=-'

P P

*

P PNle

P PNl

+ +

P P P P PNle
=ニー - ===ニー

｢~~~~~~二 ‥

(18)

(19)
Po Po P Po PNI

substituting Equations (18) and (19) into Equation (17),following relation is obtained,

gv?
-

where ,

N-N(S,). N(S,)-r(S,)

1+e. (1+e.)ln2

N-N(S,). N(S,)-T(S,)

1+e. (1+e.)ln2

AIK

cp-甫, Pe-(A-K)1nik
PNl

^1コ

12

.旦二坦In_P_
iZEh

1+eo p.pNl
::■:■:=j

･cp

ln=･T%
(20)

(21)



pe represents a void ratio difference between normally consolidated state and

over-consolidated state under the same mean skeleton stress･ As shown in Figure 6, it

isknownthat N･C･L･S･ moves upward in parallel from N･C･L. when the degree of

saturation decreases. Therefore, a new state variable ps which represents a void ratio

difference between N.C.L.and N.C.L.S. under the same meanskeleton stress, 1S

expressed as,

ps -N(S,)-N
Equation (20) then canbe rewritten as,

N(S,)-T(S,).れM2+q2 ps
.

pe
+

p. (1+e.)1n2 M2 1+e. 1+e.

pe l
_p

1

(22)

gvp
-cpln旦+

Therefore, yielding function canbe written as,

N(叩)
h些±生___

ps 1

f-In且+

(23)

÷+f｣÷-cvp÷-0 (24)'

A-一po cp(1+eo)1n2 M2 1+eoCp 1+eoCp vvCp
〉＼~~/

By the definition of the critical stateand some algebraic calculations, it is easy to obtain

a useful relation as,

dgvP

-A芸Iq=M
-0 - N(Sr,-r(Sr,-'l-K'ld (25)

Substituting Equations (21) and (25) into Equation (24),the following relation is

obtained,

p.1山M2+q2 ps 1

f-lnエー+1n■~
T ⊥11 .､

~

po M2 1+eoCp
-+

--1gvP吉-o
pe 1

1+eo Cp

-ji+

where

pe-ps l
_p

1

チ-cvp÷-0
1+eo Cp

y

Cp

M2+q2

JJーー-po M2

From consistency equation df-0,it isknownthat

df

-若dJtj-d(怠)吉.d(怠,吉-dgvP吉-
o

fJ -In且+1n

(26)

(27)

(28)

In Equation(28),it is necessary to give evolution equations fわr the development of the

state variables pe of overconsolidation and ps of saturation,and the flow rule for plastic

strain tensor in the fbllowlng Ways:

13



(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Associateflowrule:

d(怠,ニーAei,P

N(S,)-N+
Ⅳr-〟

S,s I S,r

dcL)P -

^且a cT!/

p-ape +bps

(S,s-S,); N,
-N(S:)

ps-N(S,)-N-Q(S,s-S,); Q-

dos -

-QdS,

N,-N

S,s - S,r

(29)

(30)

(31)

Where, s,rand S,s are the degrees of saturation under residualand saturated condition･

Equation(31) means N(S,) changes linearly with the degree of saturation･ Parameters

a, b and P control the development of the state variables pe･ N, is the void ratios at

N.C.L.S.under the reference meanskeleton stress p, when the degrees of saturation
is in

residual state, that is, N, = N(S,r)

v.lumetric strain increment canbe divided into elastic and plastic parts as,

dc,j - dg,)7+ dg,,P (32)

using Hooke,s theory with stiffness tensor E,jk] , Incremental stress tensor can be

expressed as,

dJ7, - Etjkl(dgk/-

dgk7-･jkldck]
-

ELjkl^芸
(33'

substit血ng this equation into Equation(28),the fわllowing relation can be obtained,

若E,jk[dgk[一芸ELjkl^
wbicb resulting ln,

af
∂q,j

LJKL 凡L

Cl+eo
P

-A告吉･志dSr吉IA吉芝(34'
E,,kldckl+ ÷丁阜dS,

-here,

hp-若･告
Therefore it is easy to deflne the loading criteria as,

14
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loading

ne utral

un loading

Substituting Equation(35) into Equation(29),

dg,)7-

且Emnkl d8k]

･吉浩dSr∂6mn
p

包･且Emnkl若
∂qtj

Cp ∂Jmn

Meanwhile ,

dJ,j - E,jk](dgk[
-

dck7)

- ELjk)dck] - E,jq,Emnkl
af af

aqmn acrq,

- (E,jk)- E,)Pk[)dEtj- AE,jkl

1 Q

C 1+e.
P

E,jPk]-

dSr去,

E,jq,Emnk]

where,

1 af

去dckl
-F浩dSr去Etjqr両P

D-包.且Emnk[元
af

Cp acTmn

旦_
_旦_∂qmn ∂Jq,

D

(37)

(38)

(39)

(40)

(41)

2.4 Derlnition of the moisture characteristic curve

In order to properly consider the influence of the degree of saturation on

stress-strain-dilatancy relationships of unsaturated soils, it is necessary to glVe a Precise

description of the moisture characteristics, taking into consideration the moisture

bysteresis･ Therefわre, a suitable moisture characteristics cuⅣe f♭r suction-saturation

relation should include skeleton cuⅣes and scannlng CuⅣeS SO that at any moisture state

(s,,s),
it is possible to obtain an incremental relation between suction and the degree of

saturation as,

dS, - ksllds

15
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where, ks is the tangential stiffness of suction-saturation relation･

The skeleton cuⅣes f♭r the moisture characteristics with tangential and

arc-tangential functions are glVen
in three different ways according to the state of the

moisture as,

(i)Primary drying curve from slurry:

s, = s,so一旦(s,FO-s,r)tan-1((ecIS-1)/ecISd
)

7T

or

s-:ln[1･ecISdtan(;
(ii)Secondary drying curve experienced drying-wetting process:

s, = s,s

-31(S,s-S,r)tan-1((ecIS-1)/ecISd
)

7T

or

s-:.n[.･ecISdtan(;
(iii)Wetting cuⅣe:

s, - s,s一旦(s,s-s,r)tan-1((ec2S-1)/ec2Sw
)

7T

or

s-!.n[1･ec2Swtan(;c21~-ー -ーー~~＼2S,s-S:

(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)

(47)

(48)

where, Sd is a parameter corresponding to drying AEVand Sw is a parameter

corresponding to WEV, as shown in Figure 3･ cl and c2 are scaling factors that

controlling the shape of the curves･ S,sOis the degree of saturation of a slurry under fully

saturated condition and is equal to 1
･0･

As to the scannlng Curve in the process of drying-wetting process
between the

skeleton cuⅣes, the incremental relation between suction and saturation is expressed as,

ks-1- k;.1'ks-.1 (49)

kso is the gradient of suction-saturation relation under the conditiorrthat
inner variable

r equalsto
O･ ksl is expressed as:

ks. = kss.(1.c,ヒ工) (50)
r

where, c3 is a scaling factor which controlling the curvature of the scannlng Curve･ kssl
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is the gradient of the corresponding skeleton curve on which the moisture state (S,,s)
is

locating under the condition that r equals to 1, as shown in Figure 3. According the

illustration in Figure 8, the imer variable 〟 is de丘ned as,

r-(芸//66ddss<'.0)
(5.,

Equation (49) means that the stiffness of ks consists of two parts, ksoandksl ln a

way that its value looks like the value of a sprlng consisted from two series sprlngS. It is

easilyunderstood from Equations (49) and (50) that if r-0, ks. will be infinite

andks -kso
･ While ifr -1andkso -kss., kswill equal tokssl, Which coincides with the

gradient of the skeleton cuⅣe. This explanation can also be easily understood by means

of the illustration shown in Figure 3.

Eight parameters are involved in the proposed moisture characteristic curve,among

which three parameters cl, C2and c3 are determined with curve fitting method while

other five parameters, kso, S,s
,

S,r
, Sdand Sw have deflnite physical meamngand can

be detemined by the test of moisture characteristics easily.

Figure 4 shows a theoretical prediction of moisture characteristics cuⅣe of a

fictional unsaturated silt. It is very clear that all main features of the moisture

characteristics can be properly described. The values of the parameters are listed in

Tablel.

Table 1 Parameters of moisture characteristics curve ofunsaturatedfictional silt

saturated degrees of saturation S,s O･82

Residual degrees of saturation S,r O･64

Parameter corresponding
to drying AEV (kPa) & 550

Parameter corresponding
to wetting WEV (kPa) Sw 320

Initial stifhess of scaming curve (kPa) k三

Parameter of shape function cI

Parameter of shape function c2

Parameter of shape function c3

200000

0.0080

0.013

10.0

In the area between the prlmary drying cuⅣe and the secondary drying cuⅣe, the

upper bound for the scannlng Curve is changed
from the secondary drying curve to the

prlmary drying cuⅣe; and the lower bound fわr the scamlng CuⅣe is changed丘om the

wetting curve to a combined curve made丘om the wetting curve in the reglOn S, ≦ S,s

17



and the line s
- 0 inthe region S,

>S:.
The scannlngrule,

however, is totally the same

asthose for the secondary drying-wetting process discussedinEquations 49151 ･ It

should be emphasizedthat the moisture characteristic curve is possible to describe the

hysteresis relation for bothsaturated and unsaturated states smoothlywith relative small

number of parameters･

S′ S,s

DegrE!e Of saturation
S,

S′〃二/

Figure 3lmage of moisture characteristic curve of unsaturated soil

1 2()0

1000

a..

⊂:

⊂l

･ト･l
O

a

secondary dryl閥CurVe
･

Primarydryingcurve

wetting curve -一一 Scanning curvo

1

200 St8Tting TXIint (0-716･450)

060
65 70 15 80 85 90 95 100

Degr8e Of saturation (%)

Figure 4 Simulated moisture characteristics curve ofunsaturated丘ctionalsilt
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2.5 Performance of the proposed model

Nine parameters are involved in the proposed model,among which five parameters,

M, N, A, K,and l′ are the same as the ones in Cam-clay model. The other three

parameters a, b and P, the parameters that control the losing rate of over consolidation

contributed both from the state parameters peand ps when the soil subjectedto shearlng

or compression, have clear physical meanlngS and can be easily deteⅡnined based on

conventional triaxial compression tests under drained and exhausted conditions･ The

ninth parameter, N,, the void ratio at N･C･L･S･ under p-p,and residual unsaturated

stateN, - N(S,r), 1Sjusta physical state like N･

In order to check the performance of the proposed model, fictional silt with a

moisture characteristics curve shownin Figure 4, whose parameters are listed in Table 1
,

is simulated under different loading conditions in isotropIC consolidation testsand

triaxial compression tests.

2.5.1 Simulation ofisolropicconsolidation
test

Figure 5 shows the simulated volumetric change of the normally consolidated silt

subjected
to different suctions in isotropIC consolidation test･ The loading path includes

three steps as listed below:

Step I: Applying suction to the siltinitially under saturated condition

Step II: Keeplng the suction in a constant valueand applying net meanstress from 0 to

lO,000kPa

Step III: Reducing the suction to zero (submergence)

The material parameters used in the model are listed in Table 2･ The correctness of

the simulation is evident because so many test results have been reported in the

literature. The volumetric contraction due to submergence in the Step III, however, lS

not completely equal to the difference between gv
-1npne,

curves with suctionand

without suction. In the flgure, meannet Stress is expressed as p〝et
-

cr,7
/3 ･

Figure 6 shows more detailed perfb-ance of volumetdc contraction due to

submergence at different values of net stress in the isotropIC consolidation test with a

constant suction of 1500 kPa. It canbe seen that a residual difference between

sv
-1np〝e(

curves with suction and without suction aRer the suction is completed

released, is negligible at relative low net stress but will increase to some extent･ The

reason why this phenomenon occurs is that the development of state values pe of over

consolidationand ps of saturation are independent･ Therefore, ps will be zero at the end

of submergence (s-0) but pe is not necessary to be zero･ After the submergence

completed (∫-0),if a loading such as shearing continues, then according to the
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deflnition of pe, the soil will reach C･S･L･, where pe will deflnitely become zero･ The

correctness of this independence is still need to be verified
by test results･ At present

stage, itjustpredicts the possibility of the existence of the residual difference･

Table 2 Material parameters of fictional siltin odometer
tests

Compression index 1

Swelling index K

Critical state parameter M

void ratioN わ'-98 kPa
onN･C･L･)

Poisson's ratio v

0.050

0.010

1.0

1:'14

0.30

parameter ofoverconsolidation α

parameter of suction b

parameter of overconsolidation ♂
Void ratio N, '-98 kPa on N.C.L.S.

5.00

5.50

I.0

1.28

12 ∵--
＼

s=1500 kPa
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S=O kPa ｣コーPnet=2500
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kPa

--ーp口et=5000

I-pnet=1000 kPa
-◇--pnet=10000

kPa

24.o
102pn｡t(kPa).03 .o4

24.o
102 こnet(k∂aq3

LIO4

;a:tgi:er,;5fffsneier:n:t.1racet:es:fTeali:ttoisto:noes?ilb.Gen:s?:epnrevsosiidonFvsiouglbuui:ee:tgn'ecl;oeuL.:fZA:o::o:deauSteSeeisoso.fi.
2.5.2 Simulation of triarial compression

tests 〟nder dWeyent suction

and conjining stress

Figure 7 shows the skeleton stress, strain and dila血cy relations of triaxial

compression test on unsaturated silt under drained and exhausted condition under

diffe,ent conflning stressesand suctions (Cui and Delage, 1996)･ Because the silt

samples were statically compacted under certain vertical stress, it would be in slightly

over-consolidated state if the confining stress is relatively low, e･g･, J3-50 kPa･ The

results are simulated with the proposed model･ Because there is no detailed data related
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to moisture characteristics curve, the moisture characteristics curve of the fictional

unsaturated silt shownin Figure 4 is assumed for the silt･ Therefore, the followlng

predictions by the model do not aim to describe precisely the test results but an overall

behavior of the unsaturated siltqualitatively.

The material parameters of thefictional silt in triaxial testsare listed in Table 3･ In

simulating the triaxial compression tests, suction loading before shearlng lS Calculated at

flrSt SO that all the samples simulated are started from the same initialconditions except

the state variable of overconsolidation which is dependent on veridical stress once

applied in the static compaction of the samples･ The initialvalues of state variables are

listed in Table 4.

Table 3 Material parameters of fictional silt in triaxial tests

Compression index 1

Swelling index K

Critical state parameter M

Void ratioN Q?'-98 kPa
onN.C.L･)

Poisson's ratio v

0.050

0.010

I.0

1.14

0.30

Parameter ofoverconsolidation α

Parameter of suction b

Parameter of overconsolidation β
Void ratio N, '-98 kPa on N.C.L.S.

5.0

0.50

I.0

1.28

Table 4 Initial value of state variables in triaxial tests

State variable of saturation A

State variable of

overconsolidation pe

0.00

G3- 50 kPa 0.01

G3-100 kPa 0.00

G3-400 kPa 0.00

Figures 8- 10 show the simulated skeleton stress, strain and dilatancy relations and

skeleton stress paths in triaxial compression tests on unsaturated silts under drained and

exhausted condition with different conflning stresses･ During shearlng, the confining

stress and the suction are kept constant･ The volumetric strains shownin the flgureS are

countered from the point on which the shearlng lS Started･

In the case of J3-50
kPa, due to the slightly over consolidated condition, a typical

strain hardening and strain so鮎ning accompanied by positive dilatancy can be seen in

the simulated results, especially in the case of high suction･ The simulated results agrees

qualitatively well with the test results shownin Figure 7, though the fictional silt is not

the same materials as the real silt.
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2.5.3 Simulation of collapse by submergence in triLm'al compression
tests

Another important phenomenon of unsaturated soil during sbearlng lS SO Called

collapse by submergence･ In this section, collapse by submergence happened in three

different shearlng Stages listed below is simulated:

(i)Submergence at post-peak shearing

(ii)Submergence on peak stage

(iii)Submergence at pre-peak shearing stage

Furthermore, in order to investigate the influence of submergence rate on the collapse

behavior during shear1ng, two different submergence rates are considered
in the

simulation. One is gradual submergence, which
is carried out with a gradual reduction

or suction accompanied by simultaneous shearlng till the end of the shearlng teSt･ This

load process is called as loading pa也1･ Another is abmpt submergence, in which

submergence is carried out instantly at flrSt With a prescribed suction reduction under

the condition that the vertical strain is kept constant and then the strain-controlled

shearlng COntinues under the condition that the reduced suction is kept constant･ This

loading process is called as loading path 2･ Loading path 3 is just a normal triaxial

compression test without submergence･

Figure ll shows the simulated results of above loading paths
in the case of cT3=50
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kPa, s-800 kPa. The extent of the suction reduction in above submergence processes is

50% of the orlglnal suction. It isknownfrom the flgure that no matter what kind of

shearlng Stage at Which submergence is carried out, collapse will deflnitely occur due to

the loss of suction. Meanwhile, submergence always causes extra positive dilatancy no

matter what kind of submergence it may be. Abrupt submergence always causesan

immediate reduction of strength which is usually called as collapseand extra positive

dilatancy. The submergence rate affects the stress-strain-dilatancy relation a lot but at

the end of the shearlng, they will merge to the same destination, the point at C.S.L.S. or

C.S.L., depending on the value of the suction.
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Figure 11 Influence of submergence on stress, strainand dilatancy relation (G3=50 kPa,

s-800 kPa)

Figure 12 shows the skeleton stress paths
in the process of the coll叩Se by

submergence under different loading paths･ In the submergence process at pre-peak

shearlng Stage, if it is carried out abruptly, then stress path will approach the residual

line in the reglOn below the line･ Otherwise, stress state will always overpass the line

and flnally reaches the criticalstate.
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2.5.4 Venjicalion of the model by dl･ained and以:hausted ln'ax:ial

compression teslsfol･a YOCkjillwith submergence process

Kohgo et al (2007b) conducted a systematic laboratory test on rock flll materials

with drained and exhausted triaxial compression tests including submergence process to

investlgate the influence of the degree of saturation on mechanical behavior of the rock

fill.Detailed description about the tests can be found in the reference. The size of the

test specimen is 30 cm in diameter and 60 cm in height. Figure 13 shows the test and

simulated moisture characteristics curve of theunsaturated rock fill. The parameters

involved in the moisture characteristics curve are listed in Table 5.

In the drained and exhausted triaxial compression tests under constant con丘ning

pressure, three kinds of tests were conducted fわrthe rock丘11, that is, tests fわr saturated

specimen, tests fわrunsaturated specimen with consta山suction and tests fわrunsaturated

specimen with submergence process. Table 5 listed the material parameters involved in

the proposed model, among which, apart from the parameters a, band P, other

parameters are determined based on the laboratory tests. Figure 14 shows the

comparison between the testand simulated results of the drainedand exhausted triaxial

compression tests fわrthe rock丘11. The accuracy of the model is quite good comparlng

with its parameters used.

Table 5 Parameters of moisture characteristic curve of unsaturated rockfi1l

Saturated degrees of saturation S,s o･85

Residual degrees of saturation S,r o･20

Parameter corresponding to drying AEV (kPa) & 2･O

Parameter correspondingto wetting WEV (kPa) Sw O･07

Initial stifhess of scanning curve (kPa) k≡

Parameter of shape function cI

Parameter of shape function c2

Parameter of shape function c3

Table 6 Material parameters of rock flll

Compression index 1

Swelling index K

Critical state parameter M

Void ratioN Q?'-98 kPa onN.C.L.)
Poisson's ra土io一/

0.14

0.0010

1.7

0.61

0.30

Parameter oroverconsolidation α

Parameter ofsuction ∂

Parameter ofoverconsolidation P
Void ratio N, '-98 kPa on N.C.L.S.

5.0

0.50

3.0

0.80
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for a rockfillwith submergence process (testdatafromthe work by Kohgo etal,

2007b)

From above discussion, itisconcludedthat collapse by submergence canbe properly

described bythe proposed model･

2.6 Summary

h this chapter, a new constitutive model for unsaturated soil based ontheframework

of skeleton stress and degree of saturation proposed by Zhang (201 1) is introduced in

detail. The constitutive model istherefore possible to be able to describe not onlythe

behaviors ofunsaturated soil butalso saturated soil becausethe skeleton stress can

smoothly shift to eFective stress if saturation changes from unsaturated condition to

saturated condition. The main features of the proposed model can begiven as below:

The proposed model is very simple and is derived丘omthe base of modified

Cam-clay model. It has nine parameters, among which丘ve arethe same as thoseinthe

Cam-clay model and are familiar to most geotechnicalresearchers. The otherthree

pamneters a. b and P,the parameters that controlthe losing rate of overconsolidation

affected bythe state parameter of overconsolidation pe and saturation ps, have clear

physical mean1ngSand can be easily determined based on conventionaltriaD(ial

compression testsunder drainedand exhausted conditions･ The ninthparameter, Nr,the
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void ratio at N.C.L.S.under p-p,and residual unsaturated stateN,
-N(S,r),

1S just a

physical state like Nand canbe easily determined with the test of moisture

characteri stics.

In order to properly consider the influence of the degree of saturation on

stress-strain-dilatancy relationships of unsaturated soils, a theoretical description of

moisture characteristics, taking into consideration the moisture hysteresis is proposed,

in which the skeleton curvesand scannlng CurveSare glVen in such a way that atany

moisture state (S,,s),
itis possible to obtainanincremental relatiop between suctionand

the degree of saturation･ Eight parameters are involved in the proposed moisture

characteristics curve,among which three parameters cl, C2and c3 are determined with

curve fitting method while other flVe Parameters, kso, s,s,
S,r ,

Sdand Sw have definite

physical meanlng and can be dete-ined by the test of moisture characteristics easily･

Tbe model is proposed based on three assumptions, tbe丘rst is that noⅢnally

consolidated line inunsaturated state (N･C･･L･S･)is p.?rallelto the normally consolidated

line in saturated state (N.C.L.)but in a higher posi{tion thanN･C･L･, which means that

under the same mean skeleton stress, unsaturated ･soil cankeep higher void ratio than

those of saturated soil. The second is that no matter what kind condition of saturation

may be, compression index A and swelling index K in void ratio-skeleton stress relation

∬e always kept constant which makes the model very simple and easily understood･

The third is that the shear stress ratio T7 at Critical state will be unlque nO matter What

kind condition of saturation may be･ All these assumption can be con丘-ed with the

tests results available in literatures.

skeleton stress, strain and dilatancy relations and skeleton stress paths in triaxial

compression tests onunsaturated fictional silt under drainedand exhausted condition

with different confining stresses are also simulated･ The overall behaviors of

unsaturated soilunder normally consolidated and over consolidated states canbe

described unlquely within the framework of skeleton stressand saturation･ The collapse

ofunsaturated soil due to submergences at the stages of pre-peak, Q.PIPeak and

post-peak of stressIStrain relation is also simulated･ It isknownfrom the simulation that

whenever submergence happens, collapse will always occurand causes extra positive

dilatancy･ Furthermore, abrupt submergence always causesanimmediate collapse and

extra positive dilatancy･ The submergence rate affects the stress-strain-dilatancy relation

a lot but at the end of the shearlng, they will merge to the same destination, that is, the

same point at critical state line･
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CHAPTER 3 Finite element method for coupled of soil. water Iair

three-phase mixture

3.1 Introduction

The accurate prediction of propagation of the surface infiltration in an unsaturated

soil is practically important to many geotecbnical and geoenvironmental problems･ In

unsaturated boundary value problems, it is of great slgniflCanCe tO Provide a

water-air-soil three phase fleld theory. Oka et al. (1994) proposed a soil-water coupling

two-phase fleld theory with u-p formulation, in which the displacement of the solid u

and the pore water pressure p are used as unknownヤariables. Moreover, in the

discretization of the gov6ming equations ipspace, both FEM (FiniteEleIムentMethod)

and FDM (FiniteDifference Method) are used. FEM is used for the discretization of the

equation of motion for the mixture,and FDM is. used for the discretization of the

continuity equation for the pore fluid (Ye, 2007). Uzuoka et al (2007, 2008 and 2010)

has proposed soil-water-air three-phase field theory, which works effectively for slope

stability problems in unsaturated soils. Such type of soil-water-air three-phase fleld

theory canalso be seen in the work by Li, et al (2004) and Borja R. (2005).

In another hand, many丘nite element programs are available f♭r analyses of

unsaturated boundary value problems. For example, the so氏ware programSEEP/W is a

popular program fわrsuch seepage analyses among geotechnical engineers (Fredlund

and Rahardjo, 1993). In this chapter, the soil-water-air coupled three-phase mixture

theory based on the work by Uzuoka et al (2007, 2008 and 2010) is incorporated in the

programnamed as SOFT. As to the continuity equation, a backward flnite difference

scheme (Akaiand Tamura, 1978) is adopted for water-air flow. Four-node quadrilateral

element is used in the 2D calculation,and one pore water-pore alr Pressure is defined at

the center of each element.

3.2 Soil-water-air three
-phase

field theory and FEIFD algorithm of

field equations

Before the derivation of the three-phase fleld theory, the followlng aSSumPtlOnS

should be listout:

(1)Soil grains and water are incompressible.
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(2) The distribution of porosity in space and time is
very small comparing to other

variables.

(3) The three-phase丘eld theory is proposed to solve static problem and the

accelerations of the three phases are supposed to be 0.

3.2.1 Basic equation ofmLx:tare

The detailed derivation of soil-water two-phase equations canbe referred to the work by

Oka et al. (1994).While the soil-water-air three-phase equations can be referred to the

work by Uzuoka et al (2007and 2008), Uzuoka (2010), Li et al (2004)and Borja R.

(2005).Here these equations are directly written in the fわllowing:

Equilibrium equation

+pbj -0

Continuity equation of water

sril;

-賢諾溝pw
+nsr -o

(52)

(53)

Continulty equation of air

･.-sr,iL=

-賢諾･n(.-sr,fpa
-nsr

- o

(5.,

Where
bi

is body force,
Sr

is degree of saturation, K is the volumetric elastic coefrlCient,

k is permeability, p is fluid pressure, n is
porosity,and the superscript ofs, w and a in

the above equation denotes the solid, water and air phase respectively.

For simplicity, itis assumed that the air in the soil is always connecting to atmosphere

and its value is glVen aS 0 in this paper, therefore the continuity equation of air canbe

satis丘ed automatically in general.

3.2.2 Disclletization ofeq〟ilibriumequation

By uslng Virtual work theorem, the weak fbⅡn of the equilibrium equation in an

arbitrary reglOn V Can be expressed as fbllowlng

lv(%･
pbi iul?dV- 0

(55,

Here,
6ul?

is thearbitrary virtual displacement･

Based on Gaussian's theory and boundary condition, Equation(55) can be changed as
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lvq,,6g,JuV - tvpbj6u,?dV I lsT6u,?dS

where, T is surface force, 6cl;is the arbitrary virtual strain.

The effective stress for unsaturated soil is expressed as,

I

‥. ..
1

J,j -J,j +S,pw +(llS,)pa
- c,,j +S,pw

(56)

(57)

Substituting Equation(57) into Equation(56),the following equation canbe obtained

lv(Jli･.srpw卿V
- lvpbi6u,W ']sT6ul?dS (58)

The incremental fbⅢ1 0f the above equation in丘nite element scheme can be written as

fわllow:

]vAq,;･6c,,uV.IvA(s ,pw
)6cj;dV

- IvpAbi6uL?dV 'Is
AT6ul?dS

(5,)

In the proposed program, Different shapefuncti･on for displacement and pore water

pressure in FEM discretization is used. The v∬iables of displacement are glVen a土tbe

nodes and the variables of pore water pressure are glVen at the gravitational center.

For one element,
uN

is denoted as the displacement vector of all nodes, and
PdE is

denoted as the excessive pore water pressure at gravitational center. The displacement

vector of any arbitrary point within this element,
us

canbe expressed by the

displacement vector of nodes
u-N

us - [N]u-N

6us - [N]6u.N

(60)

(61)

He,e, [N]is shape function matrix. The strain vector of any arbitrary poi占twithinan

element can be written as

gs

-[L]us-[L][N](uN)-[B](uN)

ゐ,;-ゐvs
- BvT(6uN) - (6uN)Bv
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Where, [Bj]-
Nj} 0

0 Ni,y

Nj,y NL･,X
,[B]=[Bl･･･Bi･･･Bn]

On the one hand, the constitutive model used in the program with vector fわrm can be

written as

Aq'- [D]eP[B](uN)- ERFSASr
(64)

where,EWS

-吉浩i[D]e豊,
【D]eand[D]ePare the elastic -atrix stiffnessand

elastoIPlastic matrix stiffness respectively (Zhang, 20 1 1).

Because the virtual displacement is arbitrary, combining Equation(60),(61),(62),(63)

and (64),Equation(59) with vector formcanbe expressed

lv[B]T[D]eP[BPv ･Au.N

-lv[B]T
･ ERFSdV ･AS,

･lv
BvA(S,pdWE)dV - tvp[N]TAb-dV I ls[N]'AfdS

By deflning the followlng equations

AF - Ivp[N]TAb-dV
I ls[N]TAfdS

[K]- lv[B]T[D][B]dV

k助t - lv[B]TEwsdV

kv - IvBvdV

Equation(65) can be rewritten as

【K]Au-N-Ash,AS,
I kv△(s,p芸)- AF

The incremental formof A(SrpdWE) is approximated as

A(S,pdWE) - AS, pdWE + S, 4p:E

- AS,I,.AtP;vEf,+ S,l,Lk'dWElt.A,

ASrlt+〟- SrJt+A]- Srlf

(65)

(66)

(67)

(68)

(69)

(70)

(71)

(72)

On the other hand, in the work by Zhang (2011),a new moisture characteristics cuⅣe
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(MCC) is also proposed, where the relationship between the incremental suction and

saturation is expressed as

AS, - ks-1As

where,
ks-1

is the stiffness of saturation-suction relationship･

Substituting Equation(71) and (73) into Equation(70),

[K]Au-N･kvs,Ap芸+(kvp芸-ksa,)･k,ll ･As
- AF

The discretization of Equation(74) in time can be Ⅵ汀itten as

[K]Au～Nlt.血･kvs,ItApdWEl,.〟+

(KvpdWE[,
- Ksa, )ks-1

･ As.,.〟- AP[t.A,

Because

Asけ.〟- SI,.At
-

∫ll- (-PdWEIt.A,)
-

(-PdWEけ)
W W

= PdEIf
-

PdEr"At

(73)

(74)

(75)

(76)

Finally substituting Equation(76) into Equation(75),the discretization of equilibrium

equation in space and time can be obtained

【K]Au-Nl,.A,+包tpニIt.〟-A昂.A,
I Fsa,pニl,

Where, Fsat - KvS,It

-(Kvpニl,-Ksa,)･ksJ

(77)

3.2.3 Discretization of contin ufo) equation

The discretization of continulty equation can be implemented by the same way and

written as

]vgsrBvTu:NdV-Jv･芸隷v
-lv芸影dWEdV

+

Iv芸nsrdV
- 0

(78,

As to continuity equation, a backward finite
･･difference

scheme (Akaiand Tamura,

1978) is adopted for water flow. So the termof

lv芸款v
-

αp品一責ajPlr-
38

lv
･芸款vcan be expressed as
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where,α -責苦,ai-i,siiscenterJ｡ center distance ｡fana,bi.,aq e.ement t｡ its i也

neighboring element,
bj

is drainage area ofanarbitrary element in edge i･

By de丘ning the fbllowlng equations

lv某筈dV･PdWE-岩纂･v-･pdWE
- A･PdWE

Iv筈dV･Sr-筈･v-･s,
Equation(78) canbe rewitten as

6

笠s,kv,u?N-αP& +∑ajP,rm-APw.告ns,
･v

- o
kw

I y

Because

〟叫十A′

Srlt
I At

E:
'1'u I

kw

Au-Nll･山エW PdWElt･AL
-

PdWEIL
JTl■'LA

'

W

~, PdEIt'At
△J

Sr[t･AJ
-Srlt

ASrlt･AJ

△J △J

△J

(80)

(81)

(82)

(83)

And substituting Equation(73),(76)and (83) into Equation(82),the continuity equation

in time can be written as

srvkvT
･ Au-N.,･At

-[㌍
･pw.t･AL

-責竿ajPLT't･b

･･賢･(A･Z:kw

賢(A+蛋

By deflning the followlng equations

_ kw･At
a= a

yw

A-=竺.A
yw

F" -

nibs-1

_
kwAt

a,I =

W

γ

a,A

nv-･ksl)

nV･ksJl)･pWl,

Finally, the continuity equation discretized in space and time can be obtained.
6

s,.1kvT･ Au-Nf,.A, - [a-･ A- I Fs,]･

pwl,.A,
- ∑a-jP,Tlt.A,

hf=口

=

-(A-+
Fsr)･pwl,
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Combining Equation(77)and Equation(89),the FEM-FDM equation used inthe

program for staticanalysis canbe obtail)ed

[よ2,._(a-.pAe,十Fs,

,]
(Apu-LT:.･:

AF,.〟+F.b,
･

PdWEi,

一(A十巧′)･pdWEl, (90)

3･3 Verification of the program by one element analysis

Before simulatingthe model test ofunsaturated slopefdlu∫e by the proposed

program, a simulation of one element is rlrStly carried out with two different loading

conditions to verifythe availability of the 'proposed program. The boundary conditions

and loading conditions are shownin Figtm 1. h Case 1, the element was firstly loaded

to 0.4MPa under const弧t Suction (0.784MPa)andthen water injection(suction force

decreased丘om
10.784MPa

to
-0.392MPa)

was camied out under the conditionthat the

vertical total stress was kept constant (0.4MPa). In Case 2, a given displacement of

0,005malong verticaldirection wasfirstly loadedunder constant suction (0.784MPa)

andthen water injection(suction force decreased from O･784MPa to O･392MPa) was

carried out under the conditionthatthe displacement loading lS continued up to O･01m･

The moisture characteristics curve (MCC) is shownin Figure 2. Tables 1 and 2 show

the parameters involvedinthe constitutive modelandthe correspondiJlg MCC (Zhang,

2011). Figure 3 shows the mechanical behaviors of unsattmted soil under

aforementioned two loading condition. Fromthe results, it isknownthat the collapse

behavior ofunsaturated soil observed in the elementary test due to
waterinjection(the

decrease of suction) can be reproduced during the shear process, no matter what kind of

loading condition itmay be.

UDdr血ed hotl ndary

D r且jned boundary

Figure 1 Boundary conditions of element simulation
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Figure 2 Simulated MCC for siltclay

Table 1 Materialparameters ofunsaturated siltclay

Compression index 1

Swellingindex K

Criticalstate parameter M

void ratio N b'-98 kPaonNCL)
Poisson's ratio y

0.050

0.010

1.0

1.14

0.30

Parameter of overcotlSOlidation a

PaLrameter Ofsuction A

Parameter of overconsolidation P
Void ratio Nt '-98 kPa on N.C.LS.)

5.00

5.50

1.0

1.38

Table 2 Parameters involved in MCC

Saturated degrees of saturation S:
Residual degrees of saturation S:
Parameter corresponding to drying AEV (kPa) Sd

Parameter
corresponding

to wetting AEV (kPa) Sw

Initialsti缶IeSS Ofscanning curve (kPa)

1.00

0.65

550

320

200000

Parameter ofshapefLmCtion c1 0･008

Parameter ofshapefunction c2 0･0 13

Parmeter of shape ihction c3 10.0
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Figure 3 Mechanical behavior of unsaturated soilumder two different loading conditions

(q30-5 0kPa)

3.4 Summery

lnthis chapter,the governing equations of Uzuoka､s three-phasefieldtheory was ･

re-derived. The displacement of solid uand pore water pressure pw are taken as the basic

variables inthe govemlng equations, in which both FEM and FDM are used to

discretizethe equationsinspace. Moreover, Newmark-β method is employed to

discretize the丘eld equations ill time. At last the proposed numerical method was ･

･

verified by the simulation of an element subjected
to diFerent loading and water
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infiltration.
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CHAPTER 4 Numerical simulations of unsaturated Shirasu slope

failure and comparisonwith soil tank model test results

4.1 Introduction

Shirasu is a kind of non-cemented pyroclasticflow deposits from active volcanoes in

Kagoshima prefecture which located in the southem part of Kyushu Island, Japan. As

the Shirasu particle is porous with a smaller density thancommon sandy soils,the slope

failure easily occurs on Shirasu slopes under heavy rainfall. As it isknownthat the

slope failure due to rainfall is mainly caused by the increase in weight of soil massand

the decrease in suction of unsaturated soil,丘eld measurements, model tests and

numerical simulations have been carried out by many researchers (Delage,2002; Orense

et al. 2004; Sako et al., 2006; Kitamura et al., 2007; Kohgo et al., 2011) to investigate

the mechanism of the slope failure due to rainfall.

In the work by Kitamura et al. (2007), several pattems of the model tests were

conducted on different conditions such as position of water injection,rain intensity,

inclined degree of slope, etc. In this ch叩ter, numerical simulations of the model slope

failure uslng FE-FD programSOFT based on the proposed constitutive model in the

chapter 2 and three-phase field theory ln Chapter 3 are carried out in the same conditions

as the model test. By the comparison between the results of test and simulation, the

availability of the proposed numerical method for Boundary Value Problem of

unsaturated soil canbe confirmed.

4.2 Model test condition and material parameters

● ●

4.2.1 Equtpment and measwlng devices

Shirasu soil is used as the material fわrthe model slope in the test. Photo 1 shows the

overall view of model test condition that is composed of the completed model slope and

measurlng devices. Figure 1 shows arrangement of pore water sensors at the bottom of

the model slope to measure pore water pressure. Figure 2 shows arrangement of

tensiometers in the model slope to measure negative pore water pressure (suction)and

water injectionposition. The tensiometers with a diameter of 18mm were set at the

depth of lOcm, 20cm, 30cm, 40cm and 50cm respectively in the slope and water can be
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injectedin tothe slope丘om top, bottomand back side as showninFigure 2.

n刊1ぐ-Ⅷ~.pore BacLt)rsJLTPe
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wpo1‥ⅥやヰL-Water

p.l､P,SSeJISOr
90c

¶∴ーIー

P.S

p.1 P.= P.j PJ P_I PJ P_'[~llgllperm亡ail巾

photo 1 The whole view of test condition Figu.e lAmangement of pore water sensor

巴≡≡≡盟
① Bottorrl water injection.

40cm

p11一丁

Figure 2 A∬angement of tensiometersand water lqeCtion position
I

4.2.2 SoL'LJ?Wameter and test condL'LL'ons

The graln Size distribution of Shirasu soil is shown in Figure 3. rFhe soil particle

densityof Shirasu is 2･4g/cm3, which is smal1e; than normal sandy soil･ Figure 4 shows

the relationship betweenunsatwated permeabilitycoeFICient and degree of saturation

obtained from the standard constant head permeability test on Shirasu in the work by
I

Sako etal. (2006).The physical properties ofShirasu are showninTable 1. It is noted in
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Table 1 that the degree of saturation of the specimens in the permeability test is less than

100% although the permeability coefrlCient obtained from the standard constant head

permeability test is commonly called the saturated permeability coefrlCient. The

moisture characteristics cuⅣe (MCC) obtained丘om the pressure plate method and

calculation is shownin Figure 5･ The simulated MCC calculated by the proposed MCC

model, agrees well with the moisture characteristic obseⅣed in the tests･ The parameters

involved in the MCC model are shownin Table 2.

As the model slope in photo 1 was made by compacting soil layer by layer with a

depth of 5cm･ So the total density in Table 1 is obtained by controlling the compaction

numbers･ The slope angle is 45o with a height of 80cm･ In the numerical analysis, two

cases of the test, that are water injectionfrom bottom at a range of 40cmand water

injectionfrom back at a range of 25cm with afixed head of 25cm respectively, are

simulated･ Detailed information about model slopeand drainage boundary condition in

each case is shownin Table 3.
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Figure 3 Grain size distribution of Figure 4 Relationship between permeability
Sbiarasu and degree of saturation (Sako et al., 2006)

Table 1 Physicaland mechanical properties of Shirasu used in simulation

case1 Case2

Densityofsoilparticle(g/cm3) 2.45 2.40

Watercontentinnature(%) 25.60 23.30

Ⅵ)idratio 1.57 l.47

Totaldensityofsoi1(g/cm3) l.20 1.20

Pemeabilityofsoi1(cm/sec) 5.75*10-3

(Sr-86.7%)

1.87*10-3

(Sr-89.1%)
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Figure 5 Moisture characteristic curves of Shirasu.

Table 2 Parameters OfMCC fol･unSaturated Shirasu

Casel Case2

Saturated degrees of saturation S:

Residualdegrees of saturation S,'

Parameter corresponding
to drying AEV (kPa) Sd

Parameter corresponding
to wetting AEV (kPa) Sw

Initialsti飽ess of scanning curve (kPa)

0.867 0.891

0.20 0.25

12.00 15.00

0.07 0.10

90 20

Paranleter Ofshapefunction cJ

Parameter Of shape function c2

Parameter ofshapefunction c3

0.30 0.30

0.60 0.20

30.0 IO.0

Table 3 Two cases of test conditions used in simulation

Testcondition Casel Ca5e2

L](cm) l40 ー40

L2(Cm) 60 60

SbapeofH(cm) 80 80

sⅠopeB(cm) l80 180

cL(O) 45 45

Totaldensity(dcmJ) 1.2 I.2

top drainage drainage

Boundaryt)ottom waⅠerlnJeCtion undrainage

conditionback undrainage waterinJeCtion

slope drainage drainage

WaterlnJeCtioncondition bottomin)ection backinj既tion
(fixedhead:25cm) (fixedhead:25cm)
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4.3 Simulation of tlle model test

According tothe size of the slope and initialwater content,the initialstress state is

calculated by a static analysis before simulation of the model test. The initialsuction is

ass1皿ed to be uniformly distributedwitha value of 7.85kPa the same asthe test

condition. Theinput parameters in numericalsimulationarealso the saLme aSthose in

the test as shownin Table land Table 4. Figure 6 shows the element simulation of

Shirasu under drainedand exhausted conditions in saturated and unsaturated state

(suction-10kPa). The parameters ofunsaturated Shirasu used in element simulation are

also shownin Table 4･ Figure 7 showsthe mesh and boundary condition inthe analysis.

Table 4 Materialparameters ofunsaturated Shirasu

Case 1 Case 2

Compression index 1

Swellingindex K

Critical state parameter M

void ratio N b'-9i kPaonN.CL.)
Pois50n's ratio γ

0.055 0.055

0.O1 0.01

1.0 1.0

1.55 1.45

0.30 0.30

Parameter ofoverconsolidation a

Parameter
of suction A

Parameter ofoverconsolidation P
Void ratio Nt ∫-98 kPa on N.C.L.S.)

2.0

0.5

1.0

1.57

2.0

0.5

1.0

1.47

P -10kpa
neI

0 5 10

-J

-2

15 20 25

o?
■!

2

4

～･.､1

Figure 6 Element simulation of Shirasu in saturated (suction-OkPa)皿dunsaturated

state (suction-10kPa)
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Figure 7Analysis mesh and boundary condition (1600 elements)

4.4 Results and disctISSions

4.4.1 Model test res〟tEs

Figure 8 showsthe changes of negative pore water pressure (suction) at different

depthofthe slope withtime respectively･ Fromthe figure, it call be seenthat the suction

started fiom about -8kpa
increasefromthe lower part of the slope to the upper part･ The

suction obtained &om the tensiometers installed at the depth of 50cm, increases to

13kPa,
then kept constant for a while and finally increases agaln tO reach failure･ The

suctions measured &omthe tensioneters instaued at the depthof 40cm and 30cm

showed the same tendency. However,the suctionfromthe tensiometers installed atthe

depthof lOcmand 20cm did not change becausethe water had not reachedthe measure

points beforethe slope failure･ Based on the results it is clearlythat a larger amouJlt Of

waterinflltrated in tothe slopeand the water.pressure irLthe slope gradually
becomes

unstable as time goes. The rapid increaseinthe suction corresponds to the seepage
flow

passingthroughthese measuring pointsI The physicalmeanings of the 'increase in

suction dmingtheinitial stageandthen kept a consteLnt Value of -3kPa aRer seepage

flow passing throughthe measuring points should beinvestigated.
13kPa of pore water

pressure may correspond totheair entry value of Shirasu.
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Figure 8 ChaJlge in negative pore water pressurewithtime

4. 4. 2 Numerical sim〟LuLt'o〝res〟lb

The numericaltest was carried out uslng 2D unsaturated-saturated FE-FD Method

based onthe proposed new constitutive model forunsaturated soil. Figure 9, showsthe

change of negative pore water pressure (suction)withtime atthe measured poiJltS Of

two cases respectively. It is found olltthatthe simulation cangeneral1y describethe

development of pore water pressure quite wellinthe points far away &omthe slope

surface. 1nthe pohtsalongthe slope surface, however, a rather big difference between

the calculation andthe test existed. Thismight be caused by the assumptionthatthe

coe伍cients ofpermeabilityarethe sameinverticaland horizontal direction,andthe

initialsuction ismiforminthe whole model slope. Figure 10, Figure ll showsthe

changeindistribution of saturationand suction respectively. Fromthese figures, it is

known thatthe water is inflltrating toward slopesurface丘omtheinitialpositionwith

time for bothcases. 300min a洗er the start of water infiltration,the water had reached

the toe of slopeinCase 1. Whle in Case 2,the water had not reachedthe toe･ This
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tendency also corresponds tothe seepage process inthe test･ Figure 12 shows the

change of displacement vector distributionwithtime. For both cases,the ground surface

nearback side moves downward on the whole at first lOOmin due to water seepage･

Afterthenthe ground abovethe shear baJld in Case 1 moved towardsthe toe while the

other groundalmost keptunmoved. lt can be seenthat there is a clearslip area along the

shear band at time 300 min. h Case 2, however, such slip behavior did not show up･

The comparison betweenthe results of simulation and test has co血edthat the

numericaltest can generally describethe seepage behavior obtained &om the model

slope test･ However,the simulation results can not expressthe measured values and time

of pore water pressure in an accuracy way.Anaccuracy of MCC,unsaturated

permeability coefficientand skillful manipulation of numerical techniques are needed to

simulate the seepage behavior more precisely･
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Figure 9 Changesinpore water pressLLrewith time

a) Case 1 water injectionfrom bottom

-
I.■■■■■■■■■■

0.80

b) Case 2
waterinjection丘om

back

Figure 10 Saturation distributionswithtime inthe slope

OBO

a)
Case 1 waterinjection丘om bottom

5B1 8.00(kPa)

a) Case 2 waterinjectionfrom back

Figure I1 Suction distributionswithtlme
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Figure 12 Displacement vector distributions inthe slope

4.5 Summery

lnthis chapter, the model test on Shirasu slope failure (Kitamura et al, 2007) is

sim111ated by血e proposed FE-FD me也od based on a rational elastoplastic model fわr

unsaturated soil. The numericalsimulationaims to reproducethe two cases of model

test of unsaturated Shirasu slope failure, in which water Injectionis conducted from the

bottom and back side of the slope respectively. Slmulation results are comparedwith

test results to
veri&the proposed constitutive model and numericalmethod.
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PART II:

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS IN SOLVING GEOTECHNICAL

pROBLEMS INCLUDING LIQUEFACTION
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CHAPTER 5 Numerical simulation of ground improvement for

group-pile foundation and comparison with shaking table test results

5.1 Introduction

To clarify the mechanical behaviors of pile foundations at ultimate state during

strong earthquakes, many researches about the tests on groupIPile foundation subjected

to lateral loading either in model scale or in real-scale have been conducted. Also many

englneerlng Problems related to pile foundation subjectedto lateral loading have been

investigated. Kimura et al (2007) reported their research work on the developmentand

application of sheet piles with H-jointsteel pile in the construction of foundations for

structures. Khan et al (2008) investigated the static stability of sheet pile quay wall

improved by cement treated sea-side ground with centrifuge model tests. Khanet al

(2009) also conducted dynamic centrifuge tests to verify the behavior of sheet pile quay

wall stabilized by sea-side ground improvement. Hara et al (2010) conductedan

experimental study on the application of piled geo-wall, a composite of independent

reinfわrced soil structure with pile fわundation, as a seismic enhancement measure fわr

embankment. More detailed remarks on the researches about pile foundation

engineering can be referred to the work by Kusakabeand Kobayashi (2010).

It is knownthat during a strong earthquake, the dynamic behavior of a group-pile

foundation is related not only to the inertialforce comlng from superstructures but also

to the deformation of surrounding ground. Therefore, in seismic evaluation of group pile

foundation, it is necessary to understand the behaviors of both group-pile foundations

and superstructures simultaneously during a major earthquake･ Needless to say, a

full-scale loading test
his

the most accurate way to determine the mechanical behaviors

of deep fわundations though it might be extremely expensive and time consumlng･ On

the other hand, numerical simulation also plays a very Important role
in determ1nlng the

behaviors and a large number of numerical studies have been done in this field･ Ye

(2007) developed a three-dimensional static and dynamic丘nite element analysis code

named as DBLEAVES based on finite deformation scheme. In order to confirmthe

applicability of the proposed numerical method, a real-scalefield test of 9-pile
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foundation subjected
to horizontal cyclic loading (Kosa et al･ 1998) is simulated with a

血ee-dimensional (3D) soil-water coupling血ite element method (FEM) using the

DBLEAVES. The results are quite convinclng and the applicability of the DBLEAVES

is flrm1y verified by comparing the numerical results with the fleld test results (Jinet al,

2010).

In this chapter, numerical tests on seismic enhancement effect of existing group-pile

foundation with ground improvement are first 'conducted to find out the optlmum

pattem of ground
improvement around existing pile foundation･ In the numerical tests,

three influential factors are considered, that is, the depth, the thickness (orheight)and

the width (or length) of the ground一血provement zone around the pile group･ The

numerical tests are conducted in static push-over condition･ The main purpose of the

research is flrStly to flnd out an optimum pattern for the partial-ground iinprovement

aroundanexisting pile foundation,and secondary t6 conflrmthe efficiency of seismic

enhancement by the partial-ground
improvement method both by shaking table tests

(conducted by Morikawa and Nakamura, 2011)and numerical analyses･ As a

consequence, the applicability of the DBLEAVES fわrevaluating the seismic behavior of

pile foundation is verified agaln･ In the numerical analyses, nonlinear behaviors of

ground and pile are described by cyclic mobility model (Zhang et al, 2007) and axial

force dependent model (AFD model) proposed by Zhangand Kimura (2002),

respectively.

5.2 Numerical tests on reinforcement effect of ground improvement

around existing pile foundation

5.2.1 Introduction and ann(ysis mesh

cement-treated ground improvement around an existing group-pile foundation, as

showed
in Figure 1, is an applicable way to increase the seismic resistance of pile

foundation because it has some distinct advantages such as less cost, time savlngand

less space necessary
fわr construction･ Some researchers and the applications of this

method can be found in the works by Maeda et al (2008)and Adachi (2009)･ The

problem, however, is how to find outanoptlmumPattem Which depends on the size and
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the position of the improved ground zone. In this section, numericaltests on a

group-pile foundation are conducted usingthe DBLEAVES (Ye, 2007)･ Calculationsare

conducted in static loading condition. Based on the numerical tests results,the optimum

size and position of the ground improvement zone are determinedwiththe static

analyses by judging the validity of the ground improvementindifferent conditions･

Figure 1 Cement-treated partialground improvement methods for existing group-pile

foundation

Figure 2 3D-FEM mesh for staticanalysis in numericaltest

Figure 2 showsthe geologic Profile of ground and 3D-FEM mesh used inthe

numerical tests. The ground is composed of two layers, Toyoura sand layer at upper part

and diluvialclay (DC) layer at bottom as supporting layer of the pile foundation･

Because of the symetric conditions of geome廿y and loading, only halfofthe domain

is takenunder consideration. The boundary conditions of the ground are丘Ⅹed atthe
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bottom, sliding at the two side planes･ The water table is located at the level of l･5 m

below the ground su血ce･ The initial stress of the ground is gravitational丘eld without

considering the effect of pile driving･

5.2.2 Models and materialpal･ameterS uSed for soils andpiles

In the calculation, the soils are described by the cyclic mobility model (Zhang et all,

2007)and the material parametersand
initial condition of the groundare listed in Tables

1 皮 2. As to the cyclic mobility model only employs eight parameters among wbich丘ve

parameters are the same as those used in Cam-clay model･ Other three parameters, the

parameter controlling the coll叩Se rate Of stmcture, the parameter controlling the losing

rate of overconsolidationand the parameter controlling the developing rate of

stress-inducedanisotropy,
have clear physical mean1ngS and canbe easily determined

by undrained triaxial cyclic ･loading
tests ･and draiI咋d triaxial compression tests･ Once

the parameters of a geomaterial are determined, then they are fixed to unlquely describe

the overall mechanical behaviors of the geomaterial, witho山cbanglng the values of the

eight parameters
irrespective of what kind of the loading and the drainage conditions

may be･ That is, monotonic or cyclic
loading and drained orundrained condition･ The

capability of the model to describe Toyoura sand in a unified way
is discussed in detail

by Zhang et al (2011)･

simulation of drained triaxial compression tests on Toyoura sand and cement-treated

ground under constant mean prlnCipal stress are conducted to dete-ine the initial

values of the state parameters of the sand. It is血own丘om the Figure 3 (a)that the

numerical results reproduced quantitatively quite well with the test result of Tbyoura

sand. Cement-treated ground is also modelled'with the cyclic mobility model (Zhang et

al.,2007). Figure 3(b)shows the theoretical result of triaxial compression test･ The peak

strength of the cement-treated soil
is

adjusted
to l･OMPa, a typical value that canbe

obtained in practical englneerlng･ The material parameters of the cement-treated ground

are also listed inTables 1 & 2.

The steel pilesare set in a 3x3 pattem with 3m center-to-center pile spaclng･ The pile

is modelled by a hybrid element proposed by Zbang et al･ (2000),composed of a beam

element and 4 solid elements. The nonlinear behaviour of steel pile is described by AFD

model (Zhangand Kimura, 2002) and the parameters of the pile are listed in Table 3･
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The concrete footing above the ground is modelledwithanelastic material, so does the

bearing layer (DC layer).

%
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(b) Cement-treated soil

Figure 3 Elemental behaviour of sand aJld cement-treated soi】under drained biaxiaL

compression
test

Table 1 Materialparameters ofToyoura sandand cement-treated soil

Toyoura

s且nd

Compressionindex A

Swellingindex r

Critical state parameter 〟

Voidratio N bl-98kPaonN.C.L.)

Poisson's ratio v

0.050 0.010

0.0064 0.003 0

1.30 1.66

0.87 1.1

0.30 0.15

DegradBLtion parameter of ovcrconsol idation state n2 0.0 I

Degradation parameter of structure a 0.50

Evolution parameter of anisotropy b, 1.50

Table 2 Initialvalues of state parameters ofToyoLm Sandand cement-treated soil

Initialvoid ratio eo

Initial
me皿eqeCtive stress pl(kPa)

Injtialdegree of structure Rt

Initialdegree of overconsolidation OCR (1/Ro) 30.0

hitial anisotropy (o 0.0
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Table 3 Parameters of steel pile

Material (Steelpipe)

Thickness (mm)

Outer diameter (mm)

Pile length (mm)

5.2.3 Numerical tests condt'tion

A series of numerical tests are camied out under different sizeand position of the

improved ground･ Three influential factors, that is, the height (H) of cement-treated

ground, the length (L) and the depth (D) from the ground surface to the centre of the

improved area are taken into consideration･ In the effective stress analysis, a monotonic

lateral loading with a maximヮm value of 50 MN is applied at the centre of one side

surface of the footlng, Where all the nodes on the face move in the same way, l･e･ a rigid

surface. Table 4 lists the parameters of the height (H),the length (L) and the depth (D)

used in the numerical tests.

Table 4 Parametric study in numerical tests

AnalyslSCaSe H(m) D(m) L(m)

NR 0.0 0.0 0.0

H-3.Om 3.0

7.5 9.0

H-6.Om 6.0

H-9.Om 9.0

H-12.Om 12.0

H-15.Om 15.0

D-3.Om

6.0

3.0

9.0

4.5D-4.5m

D-6.Om 6.0

7.5D-7.5m

D-9.Om 9.0

D-10.5m 10.5

D-l2.Om 12.0

L-7.Om 6.0 7.5 7.0

9.0L-9.Om
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5.2.4 Results and discussions

Figure 4 shows the calculated lateral load-displacement relations and the bending

moments of pile No.5 with different values of the height. In the figure, NR represents

non treatment of the ground. It is found from the flgure that the larger the height H is,

the smaller the lateral displacement will be. A洗er the height is larger than 12.0 m,

however, the improvement ratio that is de丘ned as the ratio of lateral displacement in the

case of non-ceme山一treatment to those of cement-treated will not increase any more.

The same tendency can be fわund in the bending moment. The reduction of lateral

displacement due to the ground improvement with different height is listed in Table 5･

Figure 5 shows the calculated lateral load-displaceme山relations and the bending

moments ofpile No.5 with different values of the depth. It is known from the flgure that

the best depth, where the smallest lateral displaceme山can be achieved, is 4･5 m･ The

same tendency can be fわund in the bending moment. The reduction of lateral

displacement due to the ground improvement with different depth is listed in Table 6･

Figure 6 shows the calculated lateral load-displacement relations and the bending

moments ofpile No･5 with different values of the length･ It is very clear from the figure

that the larger the length is, the smaller the lateral displacement will be･ The same

tendency can be fわund in the bending mome山. The reduction of lateral displacement

due to the ground improvement with different length is listed in Table 7･

It is, however, not an叩plicable way to increase the length of the improvement

ground without limitation because of the cost, timeand workability of the ground

improvement･ Tberefbre, a reasonable length, together with a reasonable height of the

improvement ground, should be decided in real englneenng prqject
based on the

concept of improvement efrlCiency, which is defined as the ratio of improvement ratio

to the total volume of the improved ground. Figure 7 shows the calculated improvement

ratioand corresponding Improvement efrlCiency based on the lateral displacement･

From the improvement efrlCiency calculated by the numerical tests, the optimum size

and the position of the ground improvement zone are determined, that is, the height (H)
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is 6m, the depth (D) is from 0 m to 4･5 mandthe length (L) is 9m･

It should be pointed out that the optimum geometrical layout of the ground

improvement is assessed basis on the push-over model that only considers inertial fわrce

from superstructures･ In reality'however, the seismic behavior of the soil-group pile

foundation-superstructure system is affected by combined inertialand kinematic loading･

The reason why uslng the push-over model to select suchanoptimumpattem
is only for

the two followlng factors･ The first factor is that in the design of a pile foundation in

practical englneerlng'tbe seismic behavior of the piles is evaluated with push-over

model in most cases. The second factor is that when considering
kinematic loading due

to soil-foundation
interaction, both the nonlinearity of soiland pile should be properly

evaluated at element level to make the sense, wbicb may make the selection very

complicatedand unrealistic･ One the other hand, in the followlng Chapters, the

enhancement effect of the partial ground improved-ent method will be investigated in

detail with shaking table test and dynamicanalysis･ Therefore the way to select the

optimum patternis relatively reasonable･

Table 5 Calculated maximum lateral displacementsand bending moments (different

beight)

HeightH(m)
Maximumlatera1 Maximumbending

displacement(cm) moment(MN.m)

Non-cement-treatment 122.0 6.49

3 l14.0 6.55

6 97.9 6.46

9 81.2.I 6.31

､肇､票三宅;三三王､蓑当毒~.≧妄､i喜

.く､雲量
那

･茎訳

頭韻､

l5 62.4 5.63

Table 6 Calculated maximum
lateral displacements and bending moments (different

depth)

DepthD(m)

Maximumlatera1 MaXimumbending

displacement(cm) moment(MN.m)

Non-cemenトtreatment 122.0 6.49

3 77.5 5.77
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4.5 74.7 5.34■

6 83,6 6.lO

7.5 97.9 6.46

9 lop.0 6.59

10.5 1】7.0 6.5S

l2.5 l2l.0 6.56

Table 7 Calculated maximum1ateraldisplacementsand bending moments (different

length)

LengtbH(m)
Maximumlatera1 MaXimumbending

displacement(cm) moment(MN●m)

Non-cement-treatment l22.0 6.49

7 83.2 5.74

9 74.8 5.35

ー3.5 45.7 4.19

18 丸盆 3.89
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(a) Arrangement of test piles (b) Load-displacement relations (c)J3ending moment

Figure 4 Calculated lateral load-displacement relationsand bending moments of pile

No.5 (innuence of heightH)
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5.3 Numerical simulation of the shaking table tests a superstructure

group pile foundation ground systemwith partial ground improvement

5.3.1 Briefinlroduclionof shaking table tests

Photo 1 shows the shaking table test device whose size is 120cm in width and 160cm

in length. The maximum acceleration is lgand the maximumdisplacement is 5cm. It

should be noticed here that the acceleration measured on the table is just the input

vibration wave, a typical cosine wave with a magnitude of about 6m/s2and a frequency

of4Hz.

Figure 8 shows the layout of measurlng Sensors. The accelerometers within the

ground were set along two columns marked with label Aand B,and the depths of the

places where these accelerometers were set are 10 cm, 20 cm, 30 cm and 40 cm

respectively, as shownin the figure. Position A locates at the point 15 cm away from

the center line while Position β locates at the po血15 cm away丘om the boundary.

Accelerometers were also installed on the table, footingand the top of the pler.

In considering the reinforcement effect of the partial ground
improvement method,

two cases, that is, Casel without improvement and Case2 with improvement, were

tested. The patternof the partial ground improvement is the optimized one that has been

selected with the numerical tests described in previous chapter in which the soil-water
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coupling static elastoplastic finite element analyses were conducted on the group-pile

foundation with diHerent patterns of partial ground improvement area･

The relative density of the model ground is Dr-79･8% with a standard deviation of

『=3.95%. The average height of the model ground is O･496m with a standard deviation

ofぴ=0.0038m. The Parameters of pile, plerand footing are shownin Table 8･ The

parameters of improved ground material are shownin Table 9･ The input waves in lG

shaking table test are shown in Figure 9･

Table 8 Parameters of pile, plerand footing

Ⅰtem Size(prototype) Size(model) SimilarityraⅠio

Pilediameter(m) l.00 0.02 50

Thicknessofpile(m) 0.014 0.00l 14

Pilelength(m) 25.00 0.50 50

Pilespaclng(m) 3.00 0.06 50

Bendingstiffnessofpile(N.m2) 1.llE+09 l.89E+02 5.87E+06

Weightofupperstructure(kN) 7.38E+03 0.059 1.25E+05

Heightofpier(m) 7.50 0.15 50

Widthoffboting(m) 9.00 0.18 50

Thicknessoffooting(m) 2.50 0.05 50

ElasticmodulusofpileEp(kPa) 7.OE+07

Densityofpile′フ(〟m3) 2.7

Table 9 Physical properties of improved ground material
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Photo 1 Shaking table test deviceinNIT

Figure 8 Layout of measuring Sensors
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Figure 9 Input waves in lG shaking table test
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5.3.2 FEM mesh andpwameLers

h simulatethe shaking table tests, the nonlinear behavior of the ground andthe pile

are described bythe cyclic mobility model (Zhang etal, 2007)andthe AFD model

(zhang and Kimura, 2002)that can take into consideration of axial-force dependency in

the nonlinear moment-curvature relations.

Figure 10 showsthe 3D FEM mesh used inthe dynamic analysis forthe shaking

table test of Case2.Allthe ground condition,the size of the groupIPile foundation,the

footing and superstructure, arethe same asthoseinthe shaking table test･ The model

ground is made from Toyoura sand･ Because of the symetric geometricand loading

condition, only half of the domah was considered inthe calculation･

The parameters of the pile and the footing are listed in Table 8･ The parameters of the

model ground (Toyoura sand) are listed h. Table l･ W拍e the initialvalues of state

十

parameters of Toyoura sand is listedinTable lot hthe calculation･ the input wave is

justthe same asthe acceleration measured onthe sh証ing table showninFigure 9･ The

pier is modeledwith tri-linear model while the improved ground is simulatedinthe

same way asinthe nunericaltest describedinprevious chapter･ The stressIStmin

relation is shownh Figure 3(b) aJldthe materialparameters are listedinTable 1 ･

The material parameters of the ground, Toyotm sand, areal1the same asthose used

inthe past researches (Zhang etal, 2010 and 201 I),implying thatthe parameters of the

Toyoura sand are definitely detemlined, no matter what kind of the boundary value

problem may be.

Figure 10 3D-FEM mesh used in dynamicanalysis (Case2)
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Table 10 Initial values of state parameters ofToyoura sand in simulating shaking table
tests

Initial void ratio eo

Initialmean effective stress p 1(kPa)

Initial degree of structure Rok

Initialdegree of overconsolidation OCR (1/Ro)

Initialanisotropy (o

0.68

100.0

0.99

30.0

0.0

Note: Densityp - 1.579 (um3); Relative densityDr-0.80

5.3.3 Simulation results

Responding acceleration

Figures ll and 12 show the comparison of the test and the calculated responding

accelerations at different position, within the ground, at the ground surface, the footing

and the top of the pler･ Apart from the acceleration at the top where the calculated one is

larger thanthe test, the test resultsare overwhelmingly well simulated by the

calculation.

Responding bending moment

Figure 13 shows the comparison of the test and the calculated responding histories of

the bending moments within the time interval 4･0-4･5 second･ Apart from a small phase

difference, the magnitude of the moment coincides well with each other.

Figure 14 shows the tested and calculated time histories of the bending moments at

the positions of GL-0･01m, GL-0･125m and GL-0･325m･ By comparlng the results, it is

knownthat the test resultsare well simulated on the whole, with the only difference that

in the calculation, the decreaslng degree
of the moment at the end of the vibration is not

so prominent as obseⅣed in the test･ The calculated bending moment at the top of the

piles is greatly reduced due to the partial ground improvement･

Figure 15 shows the comparison of the testand the calculated distribution of the

moments in different piles at the time when the maximum bending moment occurred.

The test results are simulated on the whole to some extent, but with large difference at

the end of the pile where the test results are overestimated by the calculation, in Piles L

and C･ Meanwhile, the difference between different piles is much smaller than those
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observedinthe test. The reason of the discrepancy between the testand calculation

might be caused bythe fixed condition of the pile end･ Because the pile end is inserted

into a hole witha depthof lcminthe test, which may glVeS raise to some restriction on

the rotation of the end. lnthe simulation,
however, the pile end is assumed to be rotation

杜ee. Further discussion onthis issue should be doⅦ1 h the future study･

Figure 16 shows an enlarged part of the histories of the tested and calculated bending

moments at different positions･ The calculated results are similar tothe test results The

magnitude of the bending moments is dependent on the axial force of the pile,that is,

the maximum momentalways occu-d in push-hto pile that has relative
large axial

force whilethe minimummoment occurredinpull-out pile that has relative small axial

force. Thotlghthisphenomenoninthe calculation is not as prominent as observed inthe

test,the tendency lS Clearly slmulated, showingthe calculation lS quite convihclng.

It should be pointed out fidm the above discussioもon the responding momentsthat

the partial ground improvement really determines the expected effect atthe pile head,

according tothe test and numericalcalculation
data, large bending moments at natural

soiureinforced soil interface, however ariseinthe same order of the magnitude of those

at pile head･ It means thatthe bending moments at naturalsoil/reinforced soilinterface

become criticalfor pile designunder seismic loading･ h practicalenglneerlJlg･
however,

it is possible to reduce the stifhess of the reinforced soil by controlling the cement

Injection sothat a more even change of the stifhess around the interface can be

expected, which may be expected to reducethe increase of the moment aroundthe

interface. Further study onthis issue by shaking table testsand mmericaltests should

be down to
clarifythe

factor･
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5･4 Summary

ln this chapter, 3D static numericaltests on seismic enhancement effect of existing

group-pile foundation with ground improvement are first conducted to find outthe

optimumpattem of ground improvement around existhg pile foundation. In finding out

the optlmum Pattern Of ground improvement around existing pile foundation, numerical

tests consideredthree influential factors,that is,the size,the location andthe shape of

the partial ground improvement aLrOtmdthe pile group.

Ushgthe selected optimum pattern of the ground improvement, 3D dynamic FEM

analyses uslngthe sBLme PrOgranDBLEAVES was carried out to simulate a shaking

table test on a modelfull systemwitha superstructlNe, a nine-Pile foundation and a

sandy gro皿d to verifythe enl1anCement effect of the partialground improvement

method. It was confirmed by bothshaking table testand numerical simulationthatthe

enhancement effect to reducethe bending momentwithinthe piles can be achievedwith

the partialground improvement method, especial1ywithinthe improved area･ me study

shows thatthe proposed numerical methodusing DBLEAVES is capable to evaluate
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properly the seismic behavior of pile foundation subjectingto dynamic loading･
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CHAPTER 6 Dynamic analyses oJl undersea soft rock to clarifythe
mechanism of the formatioJl from proto-decoJIemeJ)t tO decoIIement

6.1 Introduction

The Japanese IslaJlds are located onthe boundary of four plates, and experience

massive earthquakesfromthe geography condition. Then,the oceanic plateunderthrust

beneaththe continentalphte,the decollement zoneinthe Nankai troughaccretionprism

is attracting attention･ It is said that beforethe oceanic plate becoming a boundary, the

decollement equivalent layer referred to as proto-decollement existsinthe oceanic phte

as showninFigure 1. The clarification of the mechamim process of formation from

proto-decollement tothe decollement is one step totheAnri丘cation of the mechanism

of the earthquake. According to existed study, heterogeneous brittle shearand

consolidation characterizethe early evolution of the decollement zone. Highdensity

values inthe deco11eme血zoneandthe rapid drops of density values at its bottom have

been found by X･ray computed tomography scan image. This suggeststhatthe

decollement zone can preventthe consolidation of underlying sediments. I)espite

intense brittle &acturing inthe decollement zone,the over-consolidation due tothe

decollement sealing mayinduce high fluid pressure at the top ofunderthrust sediments,

resulting in stmin decoupling atthe base of the decollement zone (Tobin,etal. 2000).

There are a lot of spaces inthe structure of proto-decollement. However, when

formingthe decollememt, the cementation between these particles collapses and the

space becomes small.Asa result, it is notthe regular consolidation trend butthe

extremely consolidation,and becomes dense. This extremely consolidation isthought to

bethe reason of earthquake caused by Flats shifting. The studyinthis chapter is to study

the mechanism of the formof decollment by numericalslmulation.

Continenta) s ide sjtel I 74

Figure 1 Troughsection ofSouthSea
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6.2 FEM model and input wave

MateTt'al parameters

The numericalsimulation is camied in two cases, which are elasticanalysisand

elastoplastic analysis･ The parameters usedinthe simulation are shown in Table l･

Figure 2 showsthe stress-strain relationships of the so氏rock in triaxial drained tests･

Tablel Parameters oftheundersea soft rock (cyclicmobility model)

}′ ββ R1 i E) LZZ n7* R*o {o bT OCR

0.2 0.7 3.9 0.011 0.00076 0.1 0.1 0.5 0 0,1 6(3)
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Figure 2 Stress-strain relationships in triaxialdrained tests

A〝a(ysis rmge qnd FEW mesh

Theanalysis takes a large range of length 10000m,width10000mand depth 3000m

area show as Figure 3･ Forthe boundary condition,all the boundary surfaces are free

excepfthatthe
bottom is血edinx, y, z direction･ The results ofelements noted in blue

and nodes noted in red atthe depthof 1650mwitha confining stress of9･75MPa are put

out as research target.
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ZtlPuE dynamEIc wave

The dynamic loading conducted on the softrock
is sine wavewiththe maximum

value of lOMPa and丘equency of 5=Z as shown in Figure 4･ The loading is conducted

on a nodewithan equaldisplacement condition of all the nodes on a 500mX450m

surface as shovminFigure
3･
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Figure 4 Input dynamic loadi喝On SO氏rock
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b) Res〟Lb based on eLasEQPLasLic consti'tutive model
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Figure 8 Results elastoplastic constitutive model at the depth of 1650m

From these figures, the mechanical
behavior of undersea soft rock subjected

to

dynamic loading canbe understood clearly, including acceleration, effective stress,

excess pore water pressure et al･ Although the dynamic wave used in the simulation
is

just in one direction that is different from earthquake waves which are usually
from

three directions at the same time, the mechanism process of formation from

proto-decollement to decollement under high con血ing pressure due to ea地quake can

be clari丘ed by this numerical simulation･

6.4 Summary

The dynamicanalysis on the undersea so氏rock
is performed to clarify the

mechanism process of formation from proto-decolleI滋nt
to decollement, which

is one

step to the clariflCation of the mechanism of the Garthquake･ The results show the

mechanical behaviors of so氏rock under
high con丘ning stress of 9･75MPa including

acceleration, e飴ctive stress and excess pore water pressure･ The mechanism of the high

density area in decollement can be understood血ough the analysIS･ The decollement

zone consolidates only by large shear stress with a high confining stress condition when

subjected
to earthquake motions･
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CHAPTER 7 Evaluation of anti-seismic performance of Kanie

Parking Lot foundation based on liquefaction analysis

7･1 Introduction and outline or analysis

The Kanie Parking Lot was designed according to building standards,and the

anti-seismic capacity for the upper structure will not be evaluated because itbelongs to

the field of structure mechanics･ However, the structure calculation of the upper part is

necessary because the inertial force acts from the upper part to the base. Therefore the

structure model used in this analysis was extracted by the firstclass authorized architect

according to the conventional specifications of structure.

According to the geometrical condition of the structure, the analysis was ca血ed out

by 2D soil-water coupled flnite element method･ Cyclic mobility model proposed by

Zhang et al (2007) is used fわrthe ground material in the analysis. The model can

explain the mechanical behaviors of soil in drain condition with different ground

materials, different loading conditions, different densitiesand different stress-induced

history in aunified way (The parameter of the soil need not be changed in any condition

at all)･In the dynamic analysis, Newnark-Pmethod was usedand the integration time

interval is O･002s･ Rayleign attenuation of initial rigidity proportion type was used for

the attenuation.

Tbe analysis was executed in two cases, which are long-pile type designed at丘rst

and short-pile type changed in design. The short-pile type was evaluated asanimproved

ground to avoid the enormous computation･ In other words, the layer
with short piles is

considered to be an improved ground with an elastic ma土erial･ As fわrthe dgidity of

improved ground, the rigidity of short piles and也e rigidity of soil were averaged with

weight based on each volume ra土io･ The superstmcture and piles are assumed to be

elastic materials
inanalysis.

7.1 Analytical section and ground property

Analysis range and soil layer division

E-F section is made to be the object section for the two dimension flnite element

analysis. The analysis domain is 171.65m in widthx33.Om in depth. Moreover, the size
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of building is 67･65m in width and 19･8m in height･ For the thickness of each
layer,

Asl-2m､ As2-2m､ Asヨ-2m､ Asヰ-2m､ Asilt.1-5m､ Asilt.2-2m､ As5-1m､ Asilt-3-3m､

Asる-6m､ As7-2m､ A
silt=4-2m､

Ass-2m､ A
silt‥5-2m･

The groundwater
level is GL-2･Om･

67.65m

19.8m

WaterleVelGL-2m

t'7
_r▲●All

EinJIII-
⊥UUt.ll 芦. lV_____

33.0

Aq/▲1

LLL)J

Ac4

^,1<

凹
†一■一

ーJ

As6

AくI

▲〈A._a.
JJLSO L′

▲J

_I
171.65m

Groundpal･ameter and soil element behavior

The ground parameter of each soil lay used in calculation
is shownin Table 1 and

Table 2･ Figure 2 shows elements simulation results in each layer･ The liquefaction

strength cuⅣe ofloose sand layer As2 is shown in Figure 3･
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Table 1 Materialpar即neterS Of each soil layer

Layer E] K l′ R1 eo α b, m

VeTyloosesandAslAs4 0.050 0.010 0.30 4.60 0.$0 2.2 I.5 0.10

LoosesandAs2As3A55As6 0.030 0.0060 0.30 4.60 0.7S 2.2 I.5 0.10

MiddledensesandAs7Ass 0.024 0.004S 0.30 4.60 0.75 2.2 I.5 0,10

LoosesiltAsuL1～3 0.207 0.041 0.35 3.50 I.I 0.10 0.10 3.8

BottomsiltAs‖l.4-5 0.207 0,035 0.35 3.50 I.1 0.10 0.10 3.8

Improvedmaterial E-ー05kPa;v司.25

Table 2 Physical皿d state variable of each soil layer

Layer OCR β′(%) Ro k(m/see) y(kN/m3)

VeJTloosesandAslAd 4.0 53 O.$0 1.OE-4 l7.6

LoosesandAs2As3As5As6 5.0 58 0.80 I.OE-4 17.6

MiddledensesandAs7As& 6.0 7S 0.$0 1.OE-4 l7.6

LoosesiltAs.lL1～3 2.5
∵.

0.60 1.OE_伝 16.7

BottomsiltAs,1f.4-5 2.5
､ー

0.60 1.OE-6 l7.6

Improvedmaterial
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(e) Bottom silt

Figure 2 Elements simulation of each layer
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Figure 3 Liquefaction strength curve of the alluvion sand layerAs2

7･3 Input earthqtlake wave

The hput earthquake wave wasthe forecast 3 synchronization earthquake wave of

eastem sea･ southeast sea皿d southseathat was made by Pro･ Sugito Masata in Gifu

university (thegiant earthquake countermeastu･e proposed to society bythe national

uniyersitiesof three prefectures in eastem sea aria, 2011･11･20). Figure 4 shows

earthquake time and acceleration･ The main shock of the input wave lasts
about 150s

witha maximalacceleration 182 gall It is lessthan 5 when expressed in seismic

intensity.

'a
CLJ)

O

O

<

200

Ⅰ50

100

50

0

-50

-100

-150

-200

Input waye

wutheas(Sea ear暮】1quake

ド

50 IOO

Time (s)
150 200

Figure 4 Timeand acceleration of 3 synchromization earthquake wave (Amax:

18･23cm/sec2 , vmax= 22.34cm/see)
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7.4 Analysis condition

The soil condition used in structure design was based onthe result of the boring

No.1 survey,andthe same soil condition was used intheanalysis, The layered

foundation was supposed inthe analysis because big stratumups and downs in the site

of this structure were not found bythe other 2 boring dates in thevicinity･ Inthe case of

dynamicanalysis, equaldisplacement boundary (also called periodicalboundary)inthe

lateralboundary is used to dealwiththe energy loss problem1 0nthe other hand, the

bottom is fixed relatively,that isthe force is Inputted &omthe two sidesI

usingthe input earthquake wave as showninfigure 3･ dynamic analysis was Camied

outfo1lowed by a 3･5 yearsperiod of consolidation after earthquake･ FEM meshand

initialme皿eqeCtive stress caused by self-weight of structure, car loading and grotmd is

showninFigure 5･ The lived load becomesuniform caused by parkingfromthe second

floor tothe fi伽1fl00r.Asshown in丘gure 5, the worst condition that parking

concentrates onthe lefthalf sides of allthe moors is由sumed in theanalysis･ Before

dynamic analysis, staticanalysis that considers the strpture-ground as a whole system

was carried out to getthe initialeffective stress of the ground･

1 90.00

151.00

1 12.00

73.00

34.00

I_67.65m_I
+-I～------

Supposedcar

1oadingrange 19.8mWaterleve1:GL-

33
l

rii

171.65m

(a)case-1 Long-pile type foundation
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34.00

y.LIwx

I

l

l

67.65m
f

r

l9.8mWaterlevcl:GLヽ■

四割

33

■BI

Ⅰ71.65m

(b) Case-2 Short-pile type foundation

Figure 5 Mean effective stress distribution of the ground due to self-weight(unit:kPa)

7･5Liquefaction analysis resttlts and disctLSSion

Figure 6 shows the distribution of displacement vector immediately aRer earthquake,

and Figure 7 showsthe distribution of displacement vector 3･5 years after earthquake･

Figlue 8 shows the comparison of vertical displacement of building betweenthe two

casesI Figtue 9 shows excess pore water pressure ratio immediately aRer earthquake.

Fromthe results it isunderstoodthat liquefaction occurred inthevicinity of

GL-i--6.Om(Excess pore water pressure ratio ⇒.0).

IJlthe case of long-pile type foundation,the settlement difference of the left andright

side ends is O･24cm immediately a洗er earthquake･ However,inthe case of short-pile

type is 6･70cm immediately after eardlquakeand 12･10cm 3･5 years after earthquake･

The inchation degree of building is 1.8%D based onthe amount of tneven settlement

when assumng itto beumiform.

(a)Case-1 Long-pile type foundation
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(b) Case-2 Short-pile type foundation

Figure 6 Distribution of displacement vector immediately a洗er earthquake (unit:a)

1.12

0.90

0.67

0.45

0.22

0.00

メ:′一

ii,-L3与nt'i ~vi■uも町弔ー:EW-耳■こ やーー:一レ`■.Jr(Il一./ノ

(a)Casell Long-piletype foundation

(b)Case12 Short-pile type foundation

Figure 7 Distribution of displacement vector 3･5 years aAer earthquake (unit:m)
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O)) Case-2 Short-pile type foundation

Fig∬e 8 Vertical displacement ofbuilding

(a) Casell Long-pile type foundation
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■ o)) case-2 Short-pile type foundation

Figure 9 Excess pore water pressure ratio immediately a氏er earthquake

7.6 Summary

Ntmericalsimulation was carried out by 2D sdil-water coupled flnite element

method in two cases, which arethe long-piletyps foundation and short-piletype

foundation. The damage ofbuilding inthe case of short-pile type can not be conflrmed

by the liquefaction ground (thedamage caused by immovable settlement can be denied,

which is a specialty of the stru血reand exceedsthe range of this aJlalysis)･
However･

the uneven settlementinthe building caused by liquefaction can be confined at a

maxim value ofl2.10cm, which did not occur hlthe case of long-pile type foundation･

The seismic stability of the structure foundation was well evaluated by this numerical

analysis.
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CHAPTER 8 Conclusions and Remarks

8.1 Conclusions

The main purpose of this research is to investigate the soil-water-air three-phase

mixture theoreticallyand apply both unsaturated soil mechanicand saturated soil

mechanics to solve boundary value problems. The studiesare including:

1) Investigating the mechanical behaviors of unsaturated soil;

2) Proposing a water-air-soil th工ee-phase model in the FE-FD program and perfbⅢning a

2D numericalanalysis on slope failure due to the change of suction;

3) Applying the existed constitutive model for soils in various geoteclmical disasters.

From the study, the fbllowlng COnClusions can be obtained:

Related to constitutive modelfor unsaturated soil

ln chapter 2, the mechanic behavior of unsaturated soil was well studied tbrougb

various tests datesand simulation dates in literatures. For the constitutive model of

unsaturated soil proposed by Zhang (2011), it uses skeleton stress and degree of

saturation as state variables. To validate the model, element tests onunsaturated clay,

silt, 'sandand rock flll soil are performed. Trough the comparison of results between

testsand simulation, it is conflrmed that the model canglVe Well description of yield

stress, shear strength and volume change behaviors of soil, especially coll叩Se by

submergence. Moreover, the overall behaviors of bothunsaturatedand saturated soil

under no-ally consolidated and over-consolidated states can be described unlquely

within the framework of skeleton stressand degree of saturation. Furthermore, abrupt

submergence always causesanimmediate collapseand extra positive dilatancy. The

moisture characteristics used in the model can consider the in且uence of the degree of

saturation on stress-strain-dilatancy relationships of unsaturated soils, for it takes into

account the moisture
hysteresis by glVlng Skeleton and scannlng CuⅣeS.

Related to three-phasejieldtheonJ

In chapter 3, the field govemlng equations in soil-water-air three-phase problems are

descretized in detail in FEM scheme with a proper incorporation of the constitutive

model in which the degree of the saturation is taken as the state variable. The

three-phase fleld theory canproperly take into account the interaction between the solid
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phaseandfluid phase (water and air),which
is of great signiflCanCe

inunsaturated

in丘1tration analysis.

In this three-phase field theory'the displacement of solid u, the pore water pressure

pw are taken as the basic variables in the governlng equations･
The finite element

is used

to discretize the field equations in space, and finite difference method is used
for the

discretization of the continuity equation for the porefluid･ Newnark-P method is

employed
to descretize the丘eld equation in time･

The simulation ofanelement subjected
to different loading and water infiltration has

been conducted as a boun血y value problem and it is known that the collapse behavior

due to the increase of degree of saturation commonly observed in water infiltration test

can be well described by the proposed numerical analysis･

Related to n umerical simulation of unsaturated model slope

In chapter
4, combining the new constitutive modeland three-phase field theory, 2D

numericalanalysis was conducted to simulate the process of inflltrationin unsaturated

Shirasu slope.

In both the testand simulation, the pore water pressure increased rapidly after

keeplng at a constant Value before the slope failure occurred･ This phenomenon is very

important in predicting the slope failure･ However, this result was justproved in the

model scale, and fleld measurement date in full scale should be checked･

From the simulation results, the water seepage process with the slope can be obseⅣed

clear1y･ The comparison between simulation and test showed that the numerical

simulation could generally describe the mechanical behavior of unsaturated soil and

seepage behavior obtained丘om test･

The numerical results can not correspond to the test results at the values of pore water

pressure and the time･ The above unsolved problem should be investigated more based

on variousunsaturated soil testsand improved numerical method･

Related to numerical sim〟lation of shaking table test on grvup pile foundation

ln this chapter 5, numerical tests with 3D static FEM analyses on seismic

enhancement effect of existing group-pile foundation with ground improvement, are

conducted flrStly to flnd outanoptlmumPattem Of the ground improvement, uslng the

programDBLEAVES･ Based on the results, a shaking table test was then conducted on

a model full system with a superstructure, a nine-pile foundationand a sandy ground

uslng the selected optimum pattem of the ground
improvement to verify the
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enhancement effect of the partial ground improvement method. Moreover, the test result

was also simulated with 3D dynamic FEM analyses uslng the same program

DBLEAVES･ The fbllowlng COnClusions can be glVen:

In the analysis, the material parameters of the ground, Toyoura sand, are all the same

as those used in the past researches (Zbang et al, 2010 and 2011), implying that the

parameters of the Toyoura sandare definitely determined, no matter what kind of the

boundary value problem may be.

In finding out the optimum patternof ground improvementaround existing pile

foundation, numerical tests considering three influential factors, that is, the size, the

locationand the shape of the partial ground improvement around the pile group, are

calculated in static loading with many pattems･ It is found based on the concept of

improvement efficiency that for the present pile foundation, the optimumpattem is that

the partial ground improvement zone is 6m in height, 0 m to 4･5 m in depthand 9m in

length.

Based on the optimum pattem, the efrlCiency of seismic enhancement by the partial

ground improvement method is conflrmed by shaking table test. It is found that on the

whole, the enhancement effect to reduce the bending moment within the piles canbe

achieved with the partial ground improvement method, especially within the improved

∬ea･ In present case, the bending moment at the top of the pile is reduced greatly.

Numerical simulation of the shaking table test with 3D dynamic FEM analysis uslng

DBLEAVES was also conducted. The same tendency of the reinforcement effect of the

partial ground improvement method was observed in the shaking table test. The

efrlCiency of the partial ground improvement method for the seismic reinforcement of

the existing pile foundation is also conflrmed by the numericalanalysis.

The most important result newly obtained in the present study is that, the factor that

the enhancement effect to reduce the deformation ofanexistlng group-Pile foundation

and the bending moment of the piles canbe achieved with the partial ground

improvement method, has been conflrmed by both shaking table testand elastoplastic

finite element analysis. The partial ground improvement method has been used in

practical englneenng for some years but its enhancement effect has not been clarifled

systematically ln previous studies. Another importa山result newly obtained in the

present study is that, the factor that the proposed numerical method uslng DBLEAVES
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is capable to evaluate properly the seismic behavior of pile foundation, is verifled agaln･

In the numerical analyses, nonlinear behaviors of ground and pile are described by

cyclic mobility model and the AFD model, respectively･

Related to numerical simulation of undwsea softrock

In chapter
6, simulation is performed on the undersea so氏rock under high conflning

stress state subjecting
to dynamic loading to clarify the mechanism process of the

formation from proto-decollement to decollement, which
is one step to the clarification

of the earthquake mechanism.
The mechanical behaviors of the softrock subjectlng

tO

huge dynamic loadings such as earthquake motions were well examined･ The study

object
is selected at a depth of 1650m under seabed, where has a confining stress of

9.75MPa. Through the results
including acceleration, effective stressand excess pore

water pressure, it is understood that the decollement zone which has a high con血ing

stress may consolidateand become dense when subjecfed
to huge shear stress caused by

ea血quake.

Related to numerical simulation ofKanie
Parking Lotfoundation

In chapter 7, numerical simulation was carried out by 2D soil-water coupled finite

element method evaluate theanti-seismic performance of Kanie Parking Lot foundation

in two cases to, which are the long-pile type foundation and short-pile type foundation･

In the numerical calculation based on liquefactionanalysis, the process during

ea血quake was simulated
by a dynamic soil-water coupled analysis, while the process

of dissipation of excess pore water pressure was simulated by a static consolidation

analysis･ The mechanical
behavior of the ground

during liquefactionand the settlement

in postlliquefaction was well examined･ Through the results, it is clear that although the

ground in both two cases liquefled, the structure with the long-pile type foundation has

less un.even settlement than the short-pile type foundation after earthquake･ The seismic

stability of the structure fわundation was well evaluated by this numerical analysis･

■

Through the research, the numerical method to solve boundary value problems is

confirmed by various calculations and experiments･
It has provided an important

procedure to the practice of unsaturated and saturated soil mechanics･ Many

geotecbnical
disasters can be predicted by the numerical method together with in situ

tests. However, there are still some problems remained
fbr触ure study

in the usage of

unsaturated mechanics.
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8.2 Remarks on future study

The validity of the proposed constitutive model for unsaturated-saturated soil should

be confirmed with more laboratory tests in the future study. 2D soil-water-air coupled

finite elementanalyses were conducted to simulate the unsaturated Shirasu slope

inflltration in three cases. Although theanalysis reproduced the water seepage to a

reasonable accuracy, there still some unsolved problem. Firstly, the accuracy of the

relationship between the pore water pressureand time of the collapse of the slope.

Secondly, the simulation was just on model test, tbe丘eld investigation and the

simulation in real scale slope is needed. Lastly, the simulation of the increase of pore

water pressure with water Injection in three different places respectively, was conducted

by increaslng the water head丘om the initial underground water level to the designated

water level. This process is different to the natural ralnlng. In a word, validation and

modiflCation of the proposed constitutive modeland numerical method for

unsaturated-saturated soil are needed in future work especially when performlng the

analysts in full scale of unsaturated slopes by comparlng the simulation results with the

field measurement dates. Moreover,anunsaturated slope failure prevention system

based on the numerical simulation and field investigation should be planed in future

study.
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APPENDIX I BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF CYCLIC MOBILITY

MODEL

The original model (Zhang et al･, 2007) is proposed based on the concepts of

subloading (Hashiguchi and Ueno, 1977) and superloading (Asaoka et al., 1998). Here a

brief description oftbe model is glVen.

The similarity ratio of the superloading surface to normal yield surface R･ and the

similarity ratio of the superloading surface to
subloading surface R are glVen aS,

.ヽ.I

R'-与=阜,o'R'≦1
and且=且～l

_

P q p p

R-隻-隻,o'R≦1,and-i且
3

一-- -

I

P q P P P

(1)

(2)

where, (p',q),(p',奇)and(pJ,育)represent the present stress state, the corresponding

normally consolidated stress state and the structured stress state at p-q plane,

respectively･ The normally yield surface isgiven in the followlng form as:

f(P',q～',I)･I.tLhrDPdT
-

MDlm阜･MDln
P.

M2
-(2

+q-'2

M2-{2
.hrDPdr

= 0 (3)

where, q～'=q', and the other variables involved in Equations, AII- (1),(2)and (3) are

de丘nedas:

q'-､廊頂/Ji,々-～-p,rl-S/p',
S-T''p'I, p'--t,T･/3

(-J575JFi, q-J57i絹布

(4)

(5)

where, Sis the deviatory stress tensor,'P is the anisotropic stress tensor, and T'is the

Cauchy effective stress tensor
and is assumed to be positive in tension. In EquationAII

-(3),J is the Jacobean determination of deformation gradient tensor F and can be

expressed as:

1+e

J-detF-吉-汀古
(6,

where v and vo are the specific volume at the current time (t)and the specific value at

the reference time (t=0)･D is the dilatancy parameter which can be expressed by 1～,i

the compression and the swelling index, respectively, as follows:
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D=
i-i i-i

(7)

M(1+e.) Mvo

Ly denotes the plastic component of stretching D which is assumed to be positive in

tension, and is related to the plastic volumetric strain rate in the following form under

the condition that the compressive oftbe volumetric strain is supposed to be positive:

6vP -

-I.I
JWPdT (8)

By substituting Equations AⅡ
I(1)and

AⅡ
-(2)

into Equations AⅢ
･(3),subloading yield

surface
can also be written as:

f(p',り*,()･MDln R'-MDlnR･J.1thrDPdT
p'.

I.n._M21(2+q+2MDlnエ丁+ MD ln

p. M2
-(2

･MDlmR'-MDlnR･l.tJ[rDPdr
-0

An associated flow rule is employed in the present軸odel, namely･

DP
-mf/∂T'

(9)

(10)

The consistency equation
for the subloading yield surface can then be glVen aS:

算･i'･%b･MD旦-MD里.LkDP-0
'11'

R' R

where,
i'and β are the Green-Naghdi rates of stress tensor T'and anisotropic stress

tensorp , respectively･
a is material spin tensor･ It is easy to obtain the following

relation:

旦=MD(÷.塑∋/(M2-(2.q･2))-MDEp p Ep

M21q2

(M2 -{2 +1f2)p

(12)

From Equation AII
･(12),

it is clear that the C･S･L･･ defined by the condition
in which

af/Ep･ゴ0 , always satisfies the relation 7FM, implying that the C･S･L･, as thethreshold

between plastic compression and plastic expansion, does not move with the changes
in

the anisotropy.

Evolution rule for the anisotropIC Stress tenSOr is defined as:

′＼

b
-孟br'"-{'J57ilLDsPLlm

'13'

where, I<M provides a natural physical limitation on the development of anisotropy

automatically., it is known from the evolution
Equation AII

-(13)
that development of
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anisotropy will stop at the state wbenJI
- β.

Evolution rule for degree of structure R☆, which is the same as in the work by

Asaoka et al. (2002),is adopted:

R'-JU'Jf7iHDsPll,u'-aR*(1-R')/D, (0'R+ ≦1) (14)

The changlng rate Of overconsolidation is assumed to be controlled by two factors,

namely, the plastic component of stretching and the incremental anisotropy as,

R-JUJJDPlf･志孟芸･b (.5,

In which, β is proportional to the norm of the plastic component of stretching ‖DsPfl

and Uis glVen by the followlng relation as:

U
m, (p■/pム)2

D＼(p■/pム)2+1
)lnR (16)

where po =98･O kPa is reference stres8･

If the stretching is divided into elastic and plastic components, and the elastic

components follow

T=EDe, D=De.DP, T=EDIAE旦

+

o o

∂r●

The positive valuable A ((A-1))can be rewritten as :

A=

wheI･e

算ED
af E af . ,

MD
E二王T+J

∂T-∂T' (M2-{2+q'2)pl

M…-M2-
mMlnR, (pl/pム)2

R I(pl/pム)2+1

-2aM(1-R')q'+(1一三)

(Ms2-q2)

6q'2

･与(M2
-q2)2

q ､ J6Mb,(Mイ)77*2(2M2
13q･β)

¶ー~~~~＼~ ーーr' '＼~

M' (M2-(2+q*2)(M2-(2)

The loading criteria are glVen below:

3

(17)

(18)

(19)



A>O loading

A=O neutral

A<O unloading

(20)

In most cases, the denominator is positive, therefore, ^>o is equlValent
to the

following relation
:

#･ED,0
(21)
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APPENDIX II AXIAL-FORCE DEPENDENCY MODEL

(AFD MODEL)

The derivation of a beam
model considering the axial-force dependency and taking a weak form

of the equilibrium equation for a beam, which satisfies the compatibility of the deformation, is glVen

in detail･For abbreviation, the model is called as axial-force dependent model (AFD model, Zhang

and Kimura, 2002a)･ In the model, the plane-section assumption is still kept validand the

stress-strain relations of reinfわrcement and concrete are shown in Figure Ⅳ-1 ･ As shown in Figure,

ca, the strain at a arbitrary point P(x,y) at the sectional plane of a beam, can be divided into three

parts, that is, the bending strain cml due to Mx, the bending strain gm2 due to Myand axial strain co due

to axial fわrce, as shown in fbllowlng equation,

ga -gml ･gm2 ･Co

-(xh"(z)T･yh"(z)卜h'(z)T)･[AX6)-(F(z))T･[AX6)
(1,

where, ‡∂)-(uiVt･ WL･ Oxi 0,i uj Vj Wj Oxj
OR,)Tisthen｡daldisplacement

vectoI･.

(F(早))T- (xh′′(z)F.yh"(z)r-Pw'(z)F) (2)

(a)Steel (b)Conqete

Figure Ⅳ- 1 Nonlinear properties of reinfわrcement and concrete
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The virtual energy stored in the beamelement due to a virtual.Strain can be expressed as,

u - lllc'a･dgadv
- (d6iTIIIE･[AT(F(z)i(F(z)iT[APv･(6)

γ

(4)

(5)

on the other hand, vi仙al energy 『brought about by the extemal fわrce due to a vi仙al displacement,

is W-[da)T[F). Therefore, the virtual energy theory W-U) can be obtained
as

‡Fi- 111E･[AFiF(z))･(F(z))T[APv･‡∂)- [K]
･ 〈∂‡

where, [K]isthe stiffness matrix of the beam elementand can be rewritten as

[K]- lIIE[A]T[IIAPv

【I]- (F(z)i･ (F(z)iT- (x@u"(z)トyPv′′(z)ト@w'(z)i)

･

(xh"(z,F.yh"(z,F-Pw'(z,F)

(6)

(7)

(8)

In the classical beam theory, [1]is defined by Equation AIV- (9) in which the influence on the M-@

relation due to the axial force is not considered, namely,

[I]= [I.]
=x2(Hu"(I))･

(Hu"(z))T.,2(Hv"(z))･(Hv"(z))TI(Hw'(z))･
(Hw'(z))T'9'
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Based on Equations AⅣ- (8) and (9),[n can be rewritten as

[I]-[I.]+[I2]

where, [I2]isevaluated by the following equation:

[I2]-

"･(ku"(z,)･
kv"(z,F･ ♭v′′(z,)･k'(z,F〕

-x(仁u′′(z,)･bw"(z,F
･ ♭w′′(z,)･k'(z,㍗)

-y(bv"(z,)･bw′'(z,F
+ ♭w"(z,)･bv"(z,F〕

(10)

(ll)

[I2]is the newly added item which takes into consideration the influence on the M-¢ relation due to

the axial force. Based on the above equations, [K] can be expressed as

[K]-[A]T ･[D]･[A],
[D]-

where,

[;･.]-

41EIy 41EIxy

41EIxy 41EIx

-21血 -2
1Ey

612EIxy 612EIx

612EIy 612EIxy

121Ex
612EIxy 612EIy

-21Ey
612EIx 612EIxy

lEA
-312Ey -312Ex

-312Ey
1213EIx 1213EIxy

-312血1213EIxy
1213EIy

EA-∬E･dA, EI,-11E･x2･dA

EI,
-lIE･y2･dA,

EI,,
-∬E･x･y･dA

Ex-∬E･x･dA, Ey-∬E･y･dA

(12)

(13)

(14)

The integration in Equation 14 can be evaluated by discretizing area A into N small areas A,A and

taking the sum as

Ⅳ

EIy
-∬E･x2･dA- =EiX,?Ai･

f=1
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